Address:

124 - 126 The Cut, London, SE1 8LN

Application Number: 21/01864/FUL

Case Officer: Gareth Ball

Ward: Bishops

Date Received: 11/05/2021

Proposal: Erection of a nine storey building comprising a commercial unit (Class E) at ground floor
and basement level and 9 no. self-contained residential flats (Class C3) on the upper levels.
Applicant: MY City Centre Limited

Agent: DP9

RECOMMENDATION
1.

Resolve to grant conditional planning permission subject to the completion of an
agreement under Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended) containing the planning obligations listed in this report.

2.

Agree to delegate authority to the Director of Planning, Transport and Sustainability
to:
a. Finalise the recommended conditions as set out in this report, addendums
and/or PAC minutes; and
b. Negotiate, agree and finalise the planning obligations as set out in this
report, addendums and/or PAC minutes pursuant to Section 106 of the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).

3.

In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning permission and there is
a subsequent appeal, delegated authority is given to the Director of Planning,
Transport and Sustainability, having regard to the heads of terms set out in this
report, addendums and/or PAC minutes, to negotiate and complete a document
containing obligations pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning
Act 1990 (as amended) in order to meet the requirement of the Planning Inspector.

4.

In the event that the Section 106 Agreement is not completed within six months of
committee, delegated authority is given to the Director of Planning, Transport and
Sustainability to refuse planning permission for failure to enter into a section 106
agreement for the mitigating contributions identified in this report, addendums
and/or the PAC minutes.

SITE DESIGNATIONS
Relevant designations:
Central Activities Zone (CAZ)
Article 4 Direction - Central Activities Zone - Article 4 B1a-C3
Environment Agency Flood Zone - Multiple
Neighbourhood Planning Areas - Southbank And Waterloo Neighbours Forum (SOWN)
Opportunity Area - London Plan Waterloo Opportunity Area
LAND USE DETAILS
Site area (ha):

0.014ha

FLOORSPACE COMPARISON

Use class

Description

Existing floorspace
(Gross External
Area (GEA))

Proposed
floorspace (GEA)

E

Retail

70.8

87.5

C3

Residential dwellings

0

37.8

RESIDENTIAL DETAILS
Residential
Type

No. of bedrooms per house

Studio
Existing

1

2

3

4+

Affordable
Private/Market
Total

Proposed

Affordable
Private/Market
Total

4
4

5
5

Total
Habitable
Rooms

Total
0
0

0
0

9
9

28
28

ACCESSIBILITY
Number of C3
Units
4
5

M4(2) Units
M4(3) Units

PARKING DETAILS

Existing
Proposed

Car Parking
Spaces
(General)
Resi
Visitor
0
0
0
0

Car Parking
Spaces
(Disabled)
Resi
Visitor
0
0
0
0

Bike
Spaces

0
15

LEGAL SERVICES CLEARANCE
AUDIT TRAIL
Consultation
Name/
Position
Susan
Boucher,
Planning Lawyer

Lambeth
department
Legal
Governance

Date
Sent
and

30/09/2021

Date
Received
30/09/2021

Report
Cleared
06/10/2021

Comments
in para:
Throughout

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The application site (the Site) is a 139sqm brownfield site located on the junction of The Cut and Cornwall
Road. The Site is not located within a Conservation Area but is opposite Emma Cons Gardens (ECG) to the
west and the grade II* listed Old Vic Theatre to the south. The Site was previously in use as a single-storey
café; however, planning permission for a five-storey building was granted in 2017 and the Site has been
levelled in accordance with this extant consent.
Full planning permission is sought for the redevelopment of the Site comprising a nine-storey building including
a Class E commercial unit on the ground and basement floors, nine residential flats on floors one to eight and
a communal garden at roof level, which is accessible to the proposed flats. The flats would provide a good
quality of accommodation, benefitting from a dual-aspect and a provision of external amenity space in excess
of policy requirements. The scheme includes cycle parking and waste storage at ground and basement levels.
The proposal is not categorised as a major development and is not automatically referrable to Planning
Applications Committee; however, due to the prominent location of the building, officers have opted to refer
the application to the Committee under its terms of reference.
The proposed design would be of a good quality, utilising a light brick finish. The massing would be slim and
the larger arched openings at roof level give a lightweight appearance. The scale of the building would give it
prominence on the corner plot and within its setting; however, due to the scale and nature of the surrounding
development, it would not result in any harm to nearby listed buildings, conservation areas or locally listed
buildings.
The east elevation would not feature any windows and the north elevation would feature only obscure-glazed
windows. The proposed terraces would face west and south, away from the nearest existing properties and
into the public realm. The building would have a ‘minor adverse’ impact on one residential window; however,
the level of impact is marginally above BRE guidelines and is not considered unacceptable for the urban
setting. The impact on adjacent rear gardens is acceptable when noting the scale of overshadowing,
particularly in the context of the extant permission’s permitted impact. Further, there would not be an
unacceptable impact on the loss of daylight and sunlight (to properties nor to external amenity spaces),
privacy, outlook, visual amenity or noise.
The Site has no existing green space. A tree which was subject to a tree preservation order was previously
located on Site; however, it has subsequently been removed as part of the site clearance under the extant
planning consent. A net gain in on site biodiversity would be achieved by the development through introducing
a green space within a roof garden and a green wall on the east elevation. Bird boxes would also be installed
within the exterior of the building. The scheme proposes high levels of sustainability and emissions reduction,
in excess of policy requirements. This is partly achieved through the use of renewable energy, including
substantial photovoltaic panelling on the east elevation. The scheme will result in increased use of ECG and
as such, a financial contribution has been secured to help towards funding the proposed public realm works
undertaken on ECG.
The Site is located within a Controlled Parking Zone and benefits from excellent public transport links. The
proposed uses within the building would therefore be secured as car parking permit free, preventing occupiers
from acquiring parking permits. Given the limited existing delivery and servicing options, a financial
contribution will be secured to facilitate a dedicated loading bay (with an electric vehicle charging capability)
on The Cut. Subject to conditions and planning obligations, the proposal would not have any adverse impact
on the local transport network.
The development proposals have been assessed against the development plan (Lambeth Local Plan 20202035 and the new London Plan) and all other material considerations. Officers consider that, subject to
appropriate conditions and completion of a Section 106 agreement, planning permission should be granted.

OFFICER’S REPORT
Reason for referral to PAC: The application is reported to the Planning Applications Committee in
accordance with the Committee’s terms of reference as it relates to an application which the Strategic
Director Growth & Opportunity, Director - Planning, Transport and Sustainability or the Assistant
Director – Development Management and Enforcement wishes to refer to the committee.

1

THE APPLICATION SITE

1.1

The application site (‘the Site’) is a 139sqm plot of land located on the north side of The Cut, on the
junction with Cornwall Road. The Site was previously occupied by a single storey building (as shown in
Figure 2) in use as a café (E(a) Use Class); however, the Site has been cleared since 2019 and currently
has hoarding around the perimeter, as shown in Figure 3.

1.2

The Site lies within the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) and the Waterloo Opportunity Area.

1.3

The proposed development Site has a Public Transport Access L score of 6b, which is classified as
‘excellent’. Resultantly people residing at the proposed development Site benefit from excellent access
to local public/passenger transport services.

1.4

The Site lies within Environment Agency Flood Zone 3.

Figure 1 Site location plan

Figure 2 Northwest view of the Site prior to demolition

Figure 3 Northeast view of the existing Site

1.4.1

Extant Permissions (ref: 16/05063/FUL & 19/03654/VOC)

1.4.1.1

Planning permission was granted on 18 January 2017 (‘the extant permission’) for the demolition of the
existing building and erection of a five-storey building to provide a retail unit at ground floor and four
residential flats above. The extant permission has been implemented on site and is therefore material
consideration within this assessment and can reasonably be expected to be built as a fallback to the
current application, given that the site has been cleared in preparation to construct the scheme and the
current proposal has been submitted by the same Applicant seeking to increase the density on the Site.
The development was approved under the previous development plan documents of the Lambeth Local
Plan (2015) and the London Plan (2015).

Figure 4 Extant permission – proposed west view (from ECG)

2

THE SURROUNDING AREA

2.1.1

The surroundings are of mixed uses and development; the building is located to the west of a 3-storey
terrace in use as residential dwellings under a housing co-operative, while the west and south of the Site
range from modern 5 storey buildings to buildings such as The Old Vic Theatre. A bus depot is located to
the north, separated by a car parking area. To the west, on the opposite side of Cornwall Road, is an area
of open space named Emma Cons Gardens (ECG).

2.1.2

The Site is not located within a conservation area but is near the Lower Marsh Conservation Area which
is c. 44m to the southwest of the site and the Mitre Road and Ufford Street CA which is also c. 44m away,
but to the southeast. A map of conservation areas within the wider area is provided in Figure 10. There
are multiple statutory and locally listed buildings within the vicinity. The grade II* statutory listed Old Vic
Theatre and grade II statutory listed Royal National Theatre Studio (83-101 The Cut) are located to the
south of the Site, on the adjacent side of The Cut. The grade II former Fire Station is located to the west,

on Waterloo Road. A map of listed buildings is provided in Appendix 4.

Figure 5 Aerial view of the Site’s surroundings

2.1.3

Potential Future Development in the Surrounding Area

2.1.3.1

The Site is in close proximity to several existing/future development locations.

2.1.3.2

An area to the northwest of the Site (directly to the north of Emma Cons Gardens as indicated in Figure
6 of this report) is identified in the LLP as ‘Location W6’ within Waterloo which is suitable for tall
buildings up to 70m height. Officers can therefore reasonably assume that high-rise buildings will be
brought forward at this location. An EIA screening opinion was sought in late 2020 for an 18-storey
development on the southern portion of the area (ref 20/03210/EIASCR), which is located only 23m to
the northwest of the Site.

2.1.3.3

There is an extant permission for the OCCR estate redevelopment (ref 16/06172/FUL) located to the
north of the bus depot. The scheme is visible in Appendix 5, within the background of a view of the Site
(prior to demolition of the café).

2.1.3.4

Southwark underground station is located c. 310m to the east of the Site, on the junction of The Cut and
Blackfriars Road. The Site was granted permission on 7 September 2021 for a Part 15, Part 22 storey
mixed use re-development. The scheme is shown in Appendix 5. The development was however
determined under a different development plan and is relatively distanced from the Site.

Location W6

OCCR Site

Application Site

Figure 6 Nearby development sites

3

PROPOSAL

3.1

Full planning permission is sought for the erection of a nine-storey standalone building to provide 140sqm
of Class E floorspace at ground and basement levels, with nine residential units on floors two to eight and
a communal roof garden for the residential units on the ninth floor, at roof level.

3.2

The commercial unit would be accessed from Cornwall Road, as per existing arrangement, and a new
entrance off The Cut. Residential units would be accessed through a dedicated entrance also from The
Cut.

Figure 7 Proposed view of the proposal from the south (Webber Street)

Figure 8 Proposed view from the west (Waterloo Road)
4

DETAIL OF THE PROPOSAL

4.1

Proposed floor plans of the nine proposed flats are contained within Appendix 7 of this report, comprising:
•
•

4x one-bedroom flats located on floors 1 and 2 (two flats per floor)
5x three-bedroom flats located on floors 3-7

4.2

All flats would have private balconies and step-free access to a communal roof terrace area.

4.3

The building would be a brick finish with an arched opening at ground and top floor, using a different type
of brick lintel within the arch detail.

Figure 9 Proposed ground floor view from Emma Cons Gardens

4.4

The proposed building would achieve an on-site 49.3 per cent reduction over Building Control Part L 2013
emissions, partly achieved by implementing extensive solar panels on the eastern elevation.

Revisions
4.4.1

In response to an objection stating that the land immediately to the north of the Site is intended for future
development, revised plans were submitted which obscure north facing windows on the current scheme.
Further revisions were made to increase the size of the lift and to remove the terraces to two of the onebedroom flats, with the space being accumulated into the internal floorspace provision of the relevant
flats. This is discussed in more detail within the relevant parts of this report.

5

RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY

5.1

There have been a number of applications to develop the Site. The relevant planning history is detailed
below in chronological order.

5.1.1

2014 Refusal (ref 13/05883/FUL)

5.1.1.1

Planning permission was refused on 05/03/2014 for “demolition of existing shop and erection of a 8
storey including basement building providing A1 use at ground and basement floors and 8 residential
dwellings (C3 use) on upper floors”.

5.1.1.2

The reason for refusal were as follows:
1. The height, massing, bulk, scale and design of the development fails to respond to the local
context of the site, resulting in an incongruous building which would be out of keeping with The
Cut street scene contrary to policy 7.6 of the London Plan 2011, policy S9 of the Lambeth Local
Development Framework Core Strategy 2011 and policies 31, 33 and 39 of the Lambeth Unitary
Development Plan 2007 'Saved Policies'.
2. By reason of the height, massing, bulk, scale and design, the proposed development would
have the potential to harm the setting of neighbouring Grade II listed buildings contrary to policy
S9 of the Lambeth Local Development Framework Core Strategy 2011 and policy 45 of the
Lambeth Unitary Development Plan 2007 'Saved Policies'.
3. By reason of the layout and size of the proposed residential units, the proposed development
would fail to provide an acceptable standard of residential accommodation for future occupants
of the site contrary to Policy 3.5 of the London Plan 2011 and policy S2 of the Lambeth Unitary
Development Plan 2007 'Saved Policies'.
4. The proposed development would appear overbearing from the neighbouring site at 110 The
Cut resulting in an unacceptable sense of enclosure for occupants of this site contrary to policy
33 of the Lambeth Unitary Development Plan 2007 'Saved Policies'.

5.1.2

2015 Refusal (ref 15/01726/FUL)

5.1.2.1

Planning permission was refused on 22/05/2015 for “demolition of existing building, erection of 5 storey
including basement building with shop (A1) on ground and basement floors and 4 three bedroom flats
above”.

5.1.2.2

The reason for refusal were as follows:
1. The height, massing, bulk, scale and design of the development fails to respond to the local
context of the site, resulting in an incongruous building which would be out of keeping with The
Cut street scene contrary to policy 7.6 of the London Plan 2011, policy S9 of the Lambeth Local
Development Framework Core Strategy 2011 and policies 31, 33 and 39 of the Lambeth Unitary
Development Plan 2007 'Saved Policies'.
2. By reason of the height, massing, bulk, scale and design, the proposed development would
have the potential to harm the setting of neighbouring Grade II listed buildings contrary to policy
S9 of the Lambeth Local Development Framework Core Strategy 2011 and policy 45 of the

Lambeth Unitary Development Plan 2007 'Saved Policies'.
5.1.3
5.1.3.1

2017 Approval (ref 16/05063/FUL) as varied by s73 (ref 19/03654/VOC) (the extant permission)
Planning permission was approved on 09/03/2017 for the “Demolition of existing building and erection
of 5 storey building including basement to provide a shop (Use Class A1) at ground and basement levels
and 4 self-contained flats above”. A s73 application was permitted to vary the window arrangements,
brick details, stair location and the residential entrance on 11/09/2020.

6

CONSULTATIONS

6.1

Statutory and External Consultees

6.2

Internal Consultees

6.2.1

Conservation & Urban Design
The proposal would be of an acceptable design and appearance and would not result in any harm to the
surrounding heritage assets. No objections, subject to the following:
Planning conditions
• Façade mockup to be built on site.
• A 1:20 façade section should be provided which shows individual bricks comprising a typical
window reveal. The section should also specify the depth of setback between the main façade
and columns and setback horizontal bands.
• Species list to be provided for all planting
• Details should be provided showing bird bricks and further details of the dovecote
• Further work to be undertaken on green wall to demonstrate a low maintenance long life proposal
and include provision for maintenance
• Plans to show façade beneath PVs and green wall
• Green roof specification
• Details of all external windows and doors. Including openable communal space windows.
Including bin store doors
• Signage plan for retail unit
Planning obligations (s106)
• Financial contribution to Emma Cons Gardens open space
The detailed comments provided by the C&UD officer have been incorporated in the assessment section
below.

6.2.2

Building Control
No objections to the submitted Fire Strategy – no further information is required at this stage.

6.2.3

Planning Policy
Following informal consultation, the advice of planning policy colleagues is reflected in the discussion in
section ‘Land Use and Principle of Development’ Section of the report.

6.2.4

Sustainability Team On Air Quality
The proposed flats should be fitted with mechanical ventilation. No objections to the proposal, subject to
the following:

Planning conditions
• Air Quality and Dust Management Plan (Condition 6)
• Air Quality Neutral Assessment (Condition 5)
• Non-Road Mobil Machinery emissions limitation (Condition 22)
6.2.5

Transport
No objections to the proposal, subject to the following:
•

Details showing that access to cycle parking would be acceptable

Proposed Section 106 obligations
• Car Parking Permit Free (secured by s106)
• One (3 year) Car Club Memberships for the occupants of each new (proposed) residential unit
(secured by s106)
• Cycle Hire Membership
• Healthy Streets financial contribution
• Removal of redundant crossover
• £10,000 contribution towards off-site loading bay (plus additional £10,000 contribution to
provide electrical charging)
• £10,000 contribution towards off-site accessible car parking space
Proposed planning conditions
• Method of Construction Statement be secured by Condition and submitted document be
reviewed by Lambeth Highways and TfL (Condition 4)
• Details relating to cycle parking spaces, secured by Planning Condition and details submitted
for approval in the future. Well located, horizontal, safe and secure cycle parking would be
required (Condition 17)
• Full Delivery and Servicing Plan (Condition 13)
Officer response: The Section 106 obligations raised by transport officers are contained within the recommended
Heads of Terms. Transport officers also requested that a financial contribution towards one off-site accessible car
parking space and associated monitoring plan be secured; however, given the scale of the development this is
not considered reasonable. Given the scale of the proposal, and in discussion with a TfL officer, it is not considered
reasonable to require a contribution towards TfL’s Healthy Streets network.
6.2.6

Veolia Waste
Support proposed waste collection and storage plans as outlined in Transport Statement. Plans state that
a dropped kerb would be provided and existing loading pay retained.

6.3

Amenity/ Residents Groups

6.3.1

Southbank and Waterloo Neighbourhood Forum (SoWN)
An objection has been received by SoWN on grounds which are summarised in the bullet points below.
The objections have also been included in the table of comments under Paragraph 6.4.2, with officer
responses.
•
•
•
•

The proposal would harm the setting and prominence of the Old Vic and the Royal National
Theatre Studio;
The proposal is out of scale with the neighbouring buildings and not in keeping with the local
townscape, contrary to LLP Policies Q5 and Q7, and the Waterloo SPD;
The scheme relies on the Southwark tube station development;
The eastern wall would be essentially blank while rising nearly 20m high;

•
•

The building would harm the public realm of Emma Cons Gardens; and
The SoWN response provided in the Statement of Community Involvement (submitted by the
Applicant) has been misrepresented and should read that the development should be resisted
as strongly as possible.

6.4

Adjoining Owners/Occupiers

6.4.1

Public consultation was undertaken in accordance with statutory and Council requirements. The Site is
bounded by roads and a garage area, which meant that only a small number of neighbour letters would
need to be sent. As such, officers considered it appropriate to widen the catchment area for neighbour
notification letters, which then resulted in 88 properties being sent letters. A site notice was posted and a
press notice was published. The formal public consultation period ended on 22/07/2021.

6.4.2

As of the publication of this report, eight responses were received, comprising eight objections to the
proposal. The objections received are from a total of six individual households and are summarised and
responded to in the table below.

COMMENTS RECEIVED

Summary

Officer Response

Design and Conservation
The proposed nine storey building is too tall and would
be an eye-sore and non-complementary. It will dominate
the local vicinity including Emma Cons Gardens, the Old
Vic (and Royal National Theatre) and the adjacent three
storey residential block on The Cut.

This is assessed in the ‘Design’ and ‘Impact on
Heritage Assets’ Sections of this report.

Residents have been previously advised that no
building taller than the Old Vic would be permitted.

Officers are not aware of any such discussion
and there is no planning policy or other
legislation stipulating that this is a requirement
of the site. The impact of the proposal on the
Old Vic is assessed in Paragraphs 8.4.3.2 to
8.4.3.4 of this report.

The scheme relies on the Southwark tube station
development for precedent.

The submission documents seek to draw on the
Southwark development for precedent, among
other developments. Officers do not give much
weight to the Southwark development in
considerations for the reasons discussed in
Paragraphs 2.1.3.4 of this report.

Residential Amenity
The proposal will have an unacceptable impact on the
levels of daylight and sunlight to existing properties and
overshadow gardens. This would be particularly the
case on the New Cut Housing Co-op, with residents
losing daylight at ground floor and possibly upper floors
too.

When taken within the context of the extant
permission, the proposal is not considered to
result in any unacceptable impact. The impact
on daylight/sunlight is assessed in Paragraphs
8.6.2.1 to 8.6.2.5 of this report.

The proposal would directly overlook rear gardens and
car parks of adjacent properties.

The proposal would not provide any views
towards the rear gardens or car parks of any
properties. The impact on privacy is assessed
in Paragraphs 8.6.4.1 to 8.6.4.2 of this report.

Commercial development at ground floor level should
not be permitted for evening operation (particularly as
eating or drinking premises), as it is located immediately
adjacent to three storey flats.

Given the central location, a planning restriction
on hours is not considered necessary for all
uses – hours will be further controlled by
licensing where a specific use requires a
premises licence. As some uses under Class E
have a higher potential to generate noise or
disturbance, Condition 26 is recommended to
remove the ground floor unit’s ability to change
use to those which are considered to result in
high levels of disturbance.

There are plans to provide new social housing on the
carpark which sits behind this site, along Cornwall Road.
The proposal has windows overlooking the site which
will prevent the construction of much-needed social
housing. Any proposed development should not be
permitted to have windows on its rear elevation.

Officers are not aware of any application or
discussions regarding development in relation
to these comments. The proposal has however
been amended so that it would not prejudice
any adjoining potential development sites. This
is detailed in Paragraphs 8.6.7.1 of this report.

Other
The proposal would harm the public realm of Emma
Cons Gardens and cause a wind tunnel.

Objections have previously been made against a sevenstorey building on this site and it was agreed that only a
maximum of five storeys would be appropriate for the
site.

The building will become nine empty residential flats
being used as short term lets.

There has been no attempt by owners / architects to
engage with the local community until a late stage after
being contacted.

The proposal is not categorised as a tall building
or a major application and therefore no wind
tunnel or microclimate study is required. The
building is set back from ECG and there are no
concerns of a wind tunnel resulting from the
development. The ground floor use would
enliven ECG and a £60,000 contribution has
been secured to directly improve the public
realm of the open space.
The planning history of the Site is a material
consideration and has been taken into account
within this assessment. The additional storeys
are considered to be acceptable when taking
into account the improved design and the
changing context of the Site. This is assessed
in Sections 8.3 and 8.4 of this report.
The extent to which residential premises can be
used without requiring further planning
permission for short term ‘temporary sleeping
accommodation’
(such
as
Airbnb
accommodation) in London is controlled by
other legislation.
Although not being a requirement for a minor
application, the Applicant submitted a
Statement of Community Involvement. The
document details the public engagement
undertaken on the application in March 2021.

Statutory consultation was carried out in
accordance with national requirements, as
detailed in Paragraph 6.4.1 of this report.
The SoWN response provided in the Statement of
Community Involvement has been misrepresented and
should read that the development should be resisted as
strongly as possible.

Noted.

The construction of the proposed building could result in
damage to the infrastructure of adjoining buildings and
will also cause disruption.

The submitted ‘Design and Access Statement’
advises that the contractors will register with the
Considerate Constructors scheme and follow
best practice. The impact on adjoining buildings’
structural integrity is not a material planning
consideration in this instance. A full
‘Construction Management Plan’ is secured
under recommended Condition 4, which will
ensure the development does not have an
unacceptable impact on the flow / safety of
pedestrians and vehicles.

There has been no discussion regarding Party Wall
Agreements with adjoining landowners.

This is not a material planning consideration.

7

POLICIES

7.1

Section 38(6) of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004 requires planning decisions to be made
in accordance with the development plan unless material considerations indicate otherwise. The
development plan in Lambeth is the London Plan (2021) (hereon referred to as the LP), the Lambeth
Local Plan 2020-2035 (September 2021) (hereon referred to as the LLP) and South Bank and Waterloo
Neighbourhood Development Plan (2019) (hereon referred to as the SoWNDP).

7.2

This application is subject to the heritage statutory provisions as set out in the agenda pack and heritage
analysis section of the report. Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 requires the
decision maker to have regard to the provisions of the development plan so far as material to the
application; any local finance considerations, so far as material to the application; and any other material
considerations.
National Planning Policy

7.3

The National Planning Policy Framework (2021) sets out the Government’s planning policies for England
including the presumption in favour of sustainable development and is a material consideration in the
determination of all applications.
Summary

7.4

The current planning application has been considered against all relevant national, regional and local
planning policies as well as any relevant guidance. A full list of relevant policies and guidance has been
set out in Appendix 3 to this report.
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ASSESSMENT

8.1

Land Use and Principle of Development

8.1.1

Proposed Class E Use at ground floor and basement

8.1.1.1

The Site has been cleared. Minor works have been carried out in order to keep the permission granted
in March 2017 under reference 16/05063/FUL alive, but the development consented under that
permission has not started being constructed.

8.1.1.2

The permission granted in 2017 included a ground floor retail (class A1) unit of 70.8 sqm. A retail use
would now fall under the broader commercial business and service use (class E).

8.1.1.3

Officers consider it appropriate to assess the current application proposal by reference to land use
policies in the development plan relating to the provision of town centre uses (as regards the ground
and basement floors) and residential use (as regards the upper floors).

8.1.1.4

The Site is not located within the CAZ Retail Cluster, nor is it within any other designated district or local
centre; however, it is located within the CAZ itself. LLP Policy ED7 (Town centres) advises that:
In the Central Activities Zone (CAZ) proposals for retail, service, leisure, recreation and other
appropriate uses should be focussed on the identified CAZ retail clusters and the Lower
Marsh/The Cut/Leake Street Special Policy Area. However, such proposals will be acceptable
elsewhere in the Central Activities Zone without the need for a sequential test, provided any
impact on the identified CAZ retail clusters and Lower Marsh/The Cut/Leake Street Special Policy
Area is carefully considered first. (Paragraph 6.52)

8.1.1.5

The Site has historically been in commercial use and has not demonstrably resulted in any significant
adverse impact on the Lower Marsh/The Cut/Leake Street Special Policy Area, which is located on the
opposite sides of roads to the west and south of the Site. This is evidenced by officers’ support for a
commercial unit at ground floor and basement levels of the Site within the recent extant permission. The
proposed commercial unit would be in close proximity to the Special Policy Area; however, it would offer
a relatively small amount of commercial floorspace and the use of a single unit at this location would not
significantly impact on footfall to the number of units within the Special Policy Area, nor result in any
detrimental impact to the viability or vitality of any other town centre.

8.1.1.6

The commercial use would provide active frontage at ground floor, as required by Policy ED7. This
would provide natural surveillance and enliven the adjacent space within ECG. This is important to the
long-term goals for ECG, as demonstrated in the ‘Waterloo and South Bank Public Realm Framework’
which seeks to animate ECG through the day and evening by activity in the surrounding buildings.

8.1.1.7

The proposed class E use on the ground and basement floors is considered by officers to be acceptable
as a general principle. However, it is acknowledged that some uses under Use Class E have the
potential to generate noise and disturbance to residents within existing and proposed buildings if not
appropriately moderated. As such, officers recommend Condition 26, which limits the uses on site
under Class E. This is addressed in more detail in Paragraphs 8.6.5.1 to 8.6.5.2 of this report.

8.1.2

Proposed Residential Use

8.1.2.1

The principle of a residential use on the site has been accepted within the 2017 extant permission, which
permitted four self-contained flats on the site. This permission has been implemented and can be built
out, which is a material consideration in the current assessment.

8.1.2.2

The current proposal seeks nine residential flats on the site. This would contribute towards Lambeth
meeting its required housing supply and would therefore be supported by LLP Policy H1, which seeks

to maximise the supply of additional homes in the borough, subject to the other considerations within
this assessment.
8.1.3

Density of Development

8.1.3.1

The previous London Plan used a numerical density matrix to calculate the average number of units per
hectare within a site and provide guidance on a recommended range, based on the urban locality and
PTAL rating of the site. The density of the extant permission was considerably below the recommended
density range for the Site’s characteristics.

8.1.3.2

The new 2021 London Plan does not provide recommended ranges and instead takes a site-specific
design-led approach under Policy D3 (Optimising site capacity through the design-led approach). Part
B of the policy seeks higher densities in locations that are well connected to jobs, services, infrastructure
and amenities by public transport, walking and cycling, which applies to the Site. The surrounding area
is being expanded in terms of high-density buildings as the Site’s context is in the process of changing.
Additionally, at a size of 0.14ha, the Site falls within the definition of a small site under London Plan
Policy H2 (Small sites). The policy states that “boroughs should pro-actively support well-designed new
homes” on these sites, setting Lambeth a ten-year target of providing 4,000 homes from small sites
alone. The policy further notes that “incremental intensification of existing residential areas within PTALs
3-6 or within 800m distance of a station or town centre boundary is expected to play an important role
in contributing towards the housing targets for small sites” (Para 4.2.4). The Site has an ‘excellent’ (6b)
PTAL and is situated c. 40m from the CAZ retail cluster and under 200m from Waterloo rail and
underground station – intensification of the site is therefore encouraged. The LLP follows this approach
– Policy H1(iii) (Maximising housing growth) states that the Council will seek to optimise levels of
residential density in accordance with the design-led approach set out in the London Plan.

8.1.3.3

While the Site might be a suitable location for higher densities of development, the design-led approach
taken by Policy D3 requires development to have acceptable standards of form and layout, provide a
good social experience and bring forward high quality architecture which respects local heritage assets
(these aspects are provided in more detail within Part D of the policy). The spatial and heritage
constraints of the site resulted in officers requiring a reduction in height at pre-application stage. Officers
consider the current development to provide the highest density of development on the site while
satisfying the requirements of Policy D3. The proposed density is acceptable in principle and a detailed
assessment of the considerations under Policy D3D is undertaken throughout this report.

8.1.4
8.1.4.1

8.1.5
8.1.5.1

Affordable Housing
The application proposes nine residential units, which are all market housing. LLP Policy H2 (Delivering
affordable housing) requires developments with an uplift of ten residential units or more to provide
affordable housing. This is in line with London Plan approach, as per Policy H4 (Delivering affordable
housing). The current application proposes an uplift of nine units, which does not trigger a requirement
for any affordable housing to be provided within either the LLP or the London Plan. The policy position
of both plans does not require any financial contribution towards off-site affordable housing, in addition
to not requiring any on site units.
Unit Size Mix
The proposal seeks 100 per cent market housing. LLP Policy H4 (Housing mix in new developments)
requires market housing to have a balanced mix of unit sizes including family-sized accommodation.
Although the application site is spatially constrained, the development would provide a good proportion
of family-sized flats within a balanced mix which would be policy-compliant, as demonstrated in Table
1 below.

Unit Size

Number

% of Mix

1 bedroom

4

44%

3 bedroom

5

56%

Table 1 Proposed housing mix

8.1.6

Land Use: Summary

8.1.7

The scheme proposes a ground floor Class E use which would maximise active frontage. Housing
capacity would be optimised on the site while meeting the design-led requirements of the development
plan. The application is acceptable in terms of the proposed land uses and is therefore supported in
principle, subject to compliance with the other relevant policy considerations.

8.2

Quality of Accommodation

8.2.1

All proposed units would be dual aspect and benefit from good levels of outlook. As demonstrated in
Table 2, all units would meet or exceed the minimum internal space standards of London Plan Policy D6
(Housing quality and standards). The layout of flats provides all units with openable windows facing away
from The Cut.

Internal Floorspace (sqm)
Unit

Size

No. in Scheme

Proposed

Required

+/-

1 Bed Flat 1

1bed, 1person

2

38

37

+1

5

1 Bed Flat 2

1bed, 1person

2

38

37

+1

4

3 Bed Flat 1

3bed, 4person

5

74

74

0

10

External Space

Table 2 Details of proposed flat types

8.2.2
8.2.2.1

8.2.3
8.2.3.1

Outlook, Daylight and Sunlight
All units would be dual aspect and would have acceptable levels of outlook. Following concerns that the
development may impact on adjoining land with development potential, revisions were made to obscure
the north facing windows. The applicant provided an addendum to the ‘Daylight, Sunlight and
Overshadowing Assessment’, which demonstrates that all proposed units would have levels of sunlight
in excess of BRE recommended levels even when the alterations to fenestration – and potential
development to the site to the north – are taken into account.

External Amenity Space
Eight of the proposed flats would have dedicated amenity space in the form of a privately accessed
terraces. All three-bedroom units would receive 10sqm, which is policy compliant. While the onebedroom flats would not have access to 10sqm of private amenity spaces, the scheme does propose a
communal roof terrace which would be served by an elevator meaning it would be accessible to all
residents. LLP Policy H5 (Housing standards) requires flatted developments to provide 10sqm to each
flat either as terraces or consolidated with communal amenity space. While there is a total shortfall of
30sqm in relation to private amenity spaces to the one-bedroom flats, this is compensated for by the
proposed 75.8sqm roof terrace and the scheme complies with the requirements of Policy H5.

8.3

Design

8.3.1

Scale and Layout

8.3.1.1

8.3.2

The ground floor is given over to a large corner defining retail unit with residential entrance facing The
Cut and servicing facing Cornwall Road. Active frontage has been maximised with only one door given
to servicing and blank façade kept to a minimum. The arrangement prioritises street-animating activity
at ground floor which is a positive response to the location.

Bulk, Height and Massing

8.3.2.1

At pre-application stage, the higher iterations of the scheme were considered to be overbearing on the
neighbouring buildings and in particular the open space at ECG. Following pre-application advice, the
scheme’s height has been reduced to ground plus seven residential storeys and a garden top floor
storey – a total of nine floors. This height would give added significance to an important corner-plot
location, without being overbearing to ECG or to neighbouring buildings. The overall form and mass is
slim and well-proportioned with a confident urban scale.

8.3.2.2

The larger arched openings in the top storey would appear lightweight and allow views through the built
envelope to the sky and planting behind, reducing the impact of the building’s height. This assessment
has previously considered the increasing scale of developments in the locality, including potential 70m
development c. 23m to the northwest of the site. Noting the changing surrounding context and also
considering the improved design of the building in comparison to the previously refused/permitted
schemes on the Site, the current scheme proposes an acceptable massing which sits well visually within
its setting.

8.3.3

Architectural Expression and Materials

8.3.3.1

The proposed building would have a strong brick façade frame which emphasises verticality with chunky
columns and slim horizontals. Arches have been introduced at ground level to reference the richly
detailed ground floors and railway arches nearby. The crown of the building is highlighted with arches
surrounding the roof garden. Following pre-application advice, the Applicant has proposed the current
design with a slightly higher cornice and with arches (highlighted with special bricks) which are strong
features which offer a landmark character. Detailed drawings of these features and samples of the
proposed brick types (and other material finishes) are recommended to be secured through Condition
3.

8.3.3.2

The east elevation is shown with a green wall and an upper-level dovecote. The dovecote is a nice
feature – full details are required by Condition 19 in order to explain how it will function over time. The
green wall looks like it may be a high-maintenance vertical garden and officers would prefer a bioreceptive wall which will not be dependent on mechanical watering, but which provides niches for plants
to take hold. The wall behind should be finished to the same high standard as all other brick walls in
case an area of the green wall fails to take hold at some point. Likewise, the wall behind the PV panels
should also be finished in high quality brick. Details of this will be secured under Condition 3.

8.3.3.3

Officers note that a green wall was required on the northern elevation by officers when granting the
extant permission on the site to mitigate the loss of the tree subject to a tree preservation order in the
north of the site. The current scheme has a slim northern wall, avoiding a large blank massing and
creating a visually interesting view in which terraces, fenestration and the east elevation green wall are
visible. As such, a green wall is not necessary on the north elevation. This location would also receive
the least sunlight, which is not conducive to healthy planting.

8.3.4

External Landscaping / Public Realm

8.3.4.1

Due to the spatial constraints of the Site, it is unable to provide any ground floor landscaping. The
scheme includes landscaping at roof level. While the general layout of the communal roof terrace is
considered acceptable, officers recommend that additional details of the soft and hard landscaping is
secured in the form of a proposed ‘Landscaping Scheme’ through Condition 8.

8.3.4.2

LLP Policy PN1 states the vision for Waterloo and South Bank as a thriving and competitive area playing
a key role in the central London and Lambeth economy by:
(G) “promoting a high quality, permeable, safe and accessible public realm that is durable, well
designed and maintained to reinforce Waterloo’s status as a world class place. The combination
of the riverfront, streetscapes, piazzas, squares and green spaces contribute to the broader public
realm and are places for people and residents to meet, socialise, activate and dwell as well as
move through. Development and uses should recognise and add value to this important asset
through the inclusion of flexible places for people, residents and events, and actively contribute
to the enhancement of the collective public realm and increase the amount of green infrastructure
in the area. See guidance in the Waterloo and South Bank Public Realm Framework.”

8.3.4.3

The Site fronts on to ECG, which is listed within the Waterloo and South Bank Public Realm Framework
(“WSBPRF”) as a priority project for Lambeth Council, which is likely to come forward for improvement
in the near term. The WSBPRF describes ECG as follows:
“Emma Cons Gardens is a key gateway into Waterloo. It has a strategic location near the entrance
to Waterloo Station and at the midpoint of the Central Activities Zone Frontage that joins Lower
Marsh and The Cut. It is a pivotal space within the Public Realm Framework as it has the potential
to draw together the local and metropolitan areas of Waterloo through a bold civic redesign,
celebrating and amplifying existing cultural uses and planting.”

8.3.4.4

The recommendations for the redevelopment of ECG is explained within the WSBPRF:
“The design ambition for Emma Cons Gardens is to accommodate and articulate three primary
functions: as a forecourt to the Old Vic, as an attractive, green event space and as a space
animated throughout the day and evening by activity in the surrounding buildings.”

8.3.4.5

Various spatial improvements are suggested within the WSBPRF to help deliver these aims, such as
through hard landscaping, street activation, new pedestrian routes, improved design quality of hostile
vehicle mitigation, planting, lighting and wayfinding, material upgrades, public seating, decluttering and
junction improvements.

8.3.4.6

The proposed development would enliven ECG and given the height of the proposed building and its
active frontage onto ECG, it would act as a landmark building, attracting people to this space. Together
with the potential redevelopment of Mercury House on the northern edge of ECG, the proposed
development would activate the edges of ECG and contribute towards its improvement. There would
likely be an increased use of ECG resulting from the proposed development, including the access routes
which directly link the proposal to ECG (as demonstrated in Appendix 12), and therefore it is considered
necessary for the development to contribute towards the abovementioned project for improvements to
ECG. A financial contribution of £60,000 towards this is considered fair and reasonable in relation to the
scale and kind of this development, and as such, this would meet the tests set out in Regulation 122 of
Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010, and the requirements of LLP Policy PN1. This would
be secured in the s106 Agreement.

8.4

Impact on Heritage Assets

8.4.1

Legislation and National Policy Context

8.4.1.1

The beginning of the Agenda Pack contains a summary of the legislative and national policy context for
the assessment of the impact of a development proposal on the historic environment and its heritage
assets. This is in addition to Lambeth Local Plan and London Plan policies.

8.4.1.2

Turning to consider the application of the legislative and policy requirements referred to above, the first
step is for the decision-maker to consider each of the designated heritage assets (referred to hereafter
simply as “heritage assets”) which would be affected by the proposed development in turn and assess
whether the proposed development would result in any harm to the heritage asset.

8.4.1.3

The decision of the Court of Appeal in Barnwell Manor confirms that the assessment of the degree of
harm to the heritage asset is a matter for the planning judgement of the decision-maker.

8.4.1.4

However, where the decision-maker concludes that there would be some harm to the heritage asset, in
deciding whether that harm would be outweighed by the advantages of the proposed development (in
the course of undertaking the analysis required by s.70(2) TCPA 1990 and s.38(6) PCPA 2004) the
decision-maker is not free to give the harm such weight as the decision-maker thinks appropriate.
Rather, Barnwell Manor establishes that a finding of harm to a heritage asset is a consideration to which
the decision-maker must give considerable importance and weight in carrying out the balancing
exercise.

8.4.1.5

There is therefore a “strong presumption” against granting planning permission for development which
would harm a heritage asset. In the Forge Field case the High Court explained that the presumption is
a statutory one. It is not irrebuttable. It can be outweighed by material considerations powerful enough
to do so. But a local planning authority can only properly strike the balance between harm to a heritage
asset on the one hand and planning benefits on the other if it is conscious of the statutory presumption
in favour of preservation and if it demonstrably applies that presumption to the proposal it is considering.

8.4.1.6

The case-law also establishes that even where the harm identified is less than substantial (i.e. falls
within paragraph 202 of the NPPF), that harm must still be given considerable importance and weight.

8.4.1.7

All heritage assets will have a setting. The NPPF (2021) defines the setting of a heritage asset as “the
surroundings in which a heritage asset is experienced. Its extent is not fixed and may change as the
asset and its surroundings evolve. Elements of a setting may make a positive or negative contribution
to the significance of an asset, may affect the ability to appreciate that significance or may be neutral”.

8.4.1.8

Where more than one heritage asset would be harmed by the proposed development, the decisionmaker also needs to ensure that when the balancing exercise in undertaken, the cumulative effect of
those several harms to individual assets is properly considered.

8.4.1.9

What follows is an officer assessment of the extent of harm which would result from the proposed
development to the scoped heritage assets provided by the applicant as part of its submission. This
includes Conservation Areas and neighbouring Listed Buildings.

8.4.2

Impact on Heritage Assets: Conservation Areas (CA)

8.4.2.1

The Site is not located within any conservation areas. LLP Policy Q22 (Conservation areas) require
proposals to protect the setting of a conservation area (including views in and out of the area). An
assessment is provided of the impact on four CAs in the wider site context.

8.4.2.2

The location of all CAs in relation to the Site is displayed In Figure 10, below.

Roupell Street CA
Waterloo CA

Application Site

Mitre Road and Ufford Street CA

Lower Marsh CA

Figure 10 Location of relevant conservation areas

Lower Marsh Conservation Area (CA40)
8.4.2.3

Lower Marsh Conservation Area (CA10) is located c. 44m to the southwest of the Site, on the west side
of ECG. The CA is characterised by Victorian development of varied commercial character along a
meandering, ancient route. The northeast edge of the Lower Marsh CA lies to the southwest of the Site
and includes the listed fire station.

8.4.2.4

In views north out of the CA from along Baylis Road the proposal will read as part of the varied wider
context which includes the tall buildings to the north of ECG, and would not harm the setting of the
CA. The proposal will not result in any harm to the Lower Marsh CA.

Figure 11 Proposed view from Lower Marsh CA

Mitre Road and Ufford Street Conservation Area (CA51)
8.4.2.5

The Mitre Road and Ufford Street CA is located c. 44m to the southeast of the Site, to the south of the
Royal National Theatre Studio. It is an intimate complex of residential streets, and the configuration of
the street layout means that the proposal would not be significantly visible from the CA in street
vistas. The glimpse from Webber Street is largely screened (see Figure 12) and shows the negligible
effect on street views due to existing buildings within the foreground and background.

Figure 12 Proposed view north from Webber Street

8.4.2.6

There is a small park on Ufford Street and the upper floors of the proposal will be visible above the
existing roofscape on Mitre Road and the south side of The Cut. However, existing local development
(including 133 – 155 Waterloo Road and the Union Jack / Century House towers) is already visible in
the background of this view. The addition of a comparatively modest mass to this cityscape will not have
any material effect on the setting of the conservation area. The proposal will not result in any harm to
the Mitre Road and Ufford Street CA or its setting.
Roupell Street Conservation Area (CA21)

8.4.2.7

The Roupell Street CA is located c. 175m to the north of the Site, on the opposite side of the rail lines.
The CA is typified by terraced streets of Georgian houses immediately north of Waterloo East Station
which sits on the railway viaduct to the north of the Site. The mass of the station buildings is a significant
one and in this context the proposal will be screened from the majority of views. The CA includes part
of Cornwall Road, where the proposal will be visible, but located in front of a backdrop of existing
buildings. In addition, the OCCR permission would introduce a considerable massing in the foreground
of the view from Cornwall Road, as demonstrated in Figure 13 and in the proposed CGI of the OCCR
scheme in Figure 14. The proposal will not result in any harm to the Roupell Street CA or its setting.

Figure 13 Proposed view south from Cornwall Road

Figure 14 Proposed massing of the OCCR Development

Waterloo (CA34)
8.4.2.8

8.4.3
8.4.3.1

The Waterloo CA sits directly to the west of the Roupell Street CA and is also c. 175m from the Site.
The CA is extensive and covers parts of Waterloo Road and Stamford Street to the north. To the south
(nearer the Site) it includes a section of Cornwall Road. The mass of the Waterloo East station buildings
is a significant one and will largely screen the proposal from view. The assessment in this report on the
impact on views from Cornwall Road in relation to the Roupell Street CA also apply here. Even where
visible the proposal will have no significant effect. The proposal will not result in any harm to the Waterloo
CA or its setting.

Impact on Heritage Assets: Statutory Listed Buildings
The location of all relevant listed building in the context of the Site can be viewed in Appendix 4.
The Old Vic (grade II* listed)

8.4.3.2

The Old Vic stands across the road to the south of the Site. It is a 19th Century theatre with a formal
entrance façade facing onto The Cut and long flank elevations. The Old Vic is best appreciated in views
from the north looking south (from the corner of The Cut and Cornwall Road, or from the corner of Baylis
Road and Waterloo Road) where both the entrance façade and flank can be appreciated.

8.4.3.3

The Site is to the north of the Theatre and therefore the proposal won’t be visible in the key, focused
views of the building as shown in images A & B within Appendix 10. The façade itself can be
appreciated from ECG which, whilst not a historic space, takes its name from the Founder of the Old
Vic. The proposal will be visible in wider townscape views from the north, in which it will enclose the
eastern side of Emma Cons Gardens. Both buildings will have a formal relationship the with open

space. The effect will vary with the seasons because of the presence of a number of mature trees within
ECG (images C & D of Appendix 10).
8.4.3.4

As demonstrated in Figure 8, the proposal is taller and of more vertical proportions than the Old Vic and
will thus have a degree of prominence within the townscape; however, the Old Vic is imposing and
formal, and benefits from the great length of its flank elevations – it too therefore has a degree of linear
prominence albeit as a ground scraper. The formality and symmetry of its façade and the long flanks
which are seen in views from the west give the Old Vic its greater townscape presence at street level
than the proposal will ever have. While the context of this building will change (and noting that the Old
Vic is reliant on ECG for its setting), the proposal will not have an adverse impact on the special interest.
Officers consider that the development will not result in any harm to the significance of the grade II*
listed building including to its setting.

83 – 101 The Cut (Royal National Theatre (RNT) Studio) (grade II listed)
8.4.3.5

The RNT Studio stands across the road to the south of the Site and is a modern post-war building. It is
a robust piece of architecture which has a linear form to The Cut.

8.4.3.6

The location of the proposal across the road, and given the proposals vertical emphasis, means that
there will be noticeable change in the context of this listed building. However, this listed building is not
reliant on its setting for its significance, which is purely its architectural quality. Officers consider that the
proposal would not result in any harm to the significance of the listed building.

150 Waterloo Road (old fire station) (grade II listed)
8.4.3.7

This building is on the west side of Waterloo Road and is located c. 64m from the Site. The two sites
look diagonally across ECG to one another but otherwise there is no relationship. To appreciate the
listed building from the east, the viewer has to turn their back on the Site. Officers consider that the
proposal would not result in any harm to the significance of the listed building including to its setting.
Façade of 133 – 155 (odds) Waterloo Road (grade II listed)

8.4.3.8

This is the retained façade of the former David Greig HQ, located to the south of the Old Vic building
and thereby largely screened from views of the Site. The building has a formal Classical frontage in
Portland stone with giant order pilasters. Given that it is some distance to the south of the Site and faces
west towards Millennium Green, officers consider that the proposal will not have any effect on the
significance of the grade II listed building including to its setting.
Telephone kiosk at 14 Baylis Road

8.4.3.9

8.4.4

This asset is located 50m to the southwest of the Site and benefits from an immediate context of the
locally listed former library at 14 Baylis Road. The proposal will be visible within its wider context but will
not have an adverse effect on its setting or significance. Officers consider that the proposal would not
result in any harm to the significance of the heritage asset.

Impact on Non-Designated Heritage Assets: Locally Listed Buildings
The Windmill Tavern, No. 86 The Cut (Locally listed)

8.4.4.1

The Windmill Tavern was locally listed in July 2016, due to its architecture, history and townscape. The
listing description notes the building as a ‘relatively plain interwar pub on the corner with Windmill Walk’.
It is located c. 50m to the north-west of the Site, separated by the three-storey terrace of Nos. 88-110
The Cut and mature trees in the streetscape which largely screen the proposal from view. Additionally,

the facing elevation of the proposal is softened with greening. The Windmill Tavern is best appreciated
from westerly views due to the canted corner and impact of ground floor projections directly to the east
of the building. While the building would be visible above the terrace, officers consider that it would not
have an adverse impact on the setting of the non-designated heritage asset and that the significance of
the asset would not therefore be harmed.
No. 14 Baylis Road
8.4.4.2

8.4.5
8.4.5.1

No. 14 Baylis Road was locally listed in March 2010 due to its architecture, history and townscape. The
listing describes the building as Attractive former library in Jacobean Revival style in red brick with stone
dressings. The Lower Marsh CA Statement lists the building as a positive contributor to the CA. The
previous assessments with regard to the impact on the Lower Marsh CA and the statutory listed
Telephone Kiosk at 14 Baylis Road apply to this asset. Officers consider that the proposal would not
result in any harm to the significance of the non-designated heritage asset including to its setting.

Impact on Heritage Assets: Summary
The results of the above assessment on the proposal’s impact on heritage assets are summarised in
the below table:
Designated Heritage Asset

Degree of harm

The Cut CA
Mitre Road and Ufford Street CA
Roupell Street CA
Waterloo CA
The Old Vic
83 - 101 The Cut (National Theatre Studio)
150 Waterloo Road (old fire station)
Façade of 133 – 155 Waterloo Road
Telephone kiosk at 14 Baylis Road

None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None
None

Non-designated Heritage Asset

Degree of harm

The Windmill Tavern, No. 86 The Cut
No. 14 Baylis Road

None
None

Table 3 Summary of heritage impacts
8.4.5.2

Officers consider that the proposals are not considered to be harmful to the significance of any of the
identified heritage assets.

8.4.5.3

In summary, it is the view of officers that the proposal would not result in any harm to the significance
or setting of any designated or non-designated heritage assets identified as potentially affected by the
proposed development, as noted within the above paragraphs. The proposal would comply with LLP
Policies Q20, Q22 and Q23; and Policy HC1 of the London Plan (2021).

8.4.6

Assessment of Harm vs Benefits

8.4.6.1

As noted above, officers have not identified any resulting harm to the surrounding heritage assets.

8.4.6.2

As the ‘decision maker’ in this case is the Planning Applications Committee, should Members come to
a different view, they must consider the impact of the proposed development on the significance of each
designated heritage asset and to their cumulative effect. Great weight should be given to the asset’s

conservation (and the more important the asset, the greater the weight should be). This is irrespective
of whether any potential harm amounts to substantial harm, total loss or less than substantial harm to
its significance (as per paragraph 199 of the NPPF).
8.4.6.3

If Members come to a view that there would be substantial harm or total loss of the significance of a
designated heritage asset, consent should be refused, unless it is demonstrated that the substantial
harm or total loss is necessary to achieve substantial public benefits that outweigh the identified harm
or loss (NPPF Para 201).

8.4.6.4

If Members come to a view that there would be less than substantial harm to the significance of a
designated heritage asset, the identified harm should be weighed against the public benefits of the
proposal, including where appropriate, securing the heritage asset’s optimum viable use (Para 202).

8.4.6.5

In relation to non-designated heritage assets, the NPPF states that ‘the effect of an application on the
significance of a non-designated heritage asset should be taken into account in determining the
application. In weighing applications that directly or indirectly affect non-designated heritage assets, a
balanced judgement will be required having regard to the scale of any harm or loss and the significance
of the heritage asset’ (Para 203).

8.4.6.6

In this case, officers consider that the development provides the following public benefits:
Environmental
• The proposed building would achieve a high level of sustainability and carbon emissions
reductions in excess of requirements
• Biodiversity gain through the proposed green wall and bird boxes.
• Redevelopment of a vacant boarded brownfield site which currently detracts from visual amenity
in the area. The proposed building would be one of high architectural quality, which officers
consider represents an improvement on the pre-existing single storey building, the existing Site
and the extant permission.
• A £60,000 contribution towards public realm improvements on ECG would be secured

Economic
• Increased commercial unit floorspace at ground floor and basement when compared with the
extant permission.

8.4.7
8.4.7.1

Impact on Strategic and Local Views
Policy Q25 (Views) of the LLP resists harm to the significance of local strategic views and townscape
views defined in the LVMF. The submitted Design and Access Statement includes a section of verified
views, which demonstrates the impact of the proposal for the following relevant local views:
•
•
•

8.4.7.2

Q25(i): View N from Brockwell Park to the city
Q25(c)(ii): View NNE from Norwood Park to the city
Q25(c)(iii): View N from Gipsy Hill to the city

The proposal would not be visible in the designated views and as such the impact would be neutral.
Officers are satisfied that there would be no harm to any strategic, local and townscape views, in
compliance with LLP Policy Q25.

8.5

Ecology and Biodiversity

8.5.1

Trees

8.5.1.1

8.5.2

There are no trees on the Site, nor are there any trees immediately adjacent to the Site which would be
significantly impacted by the development. There was previously a Category C Silver Birch on the Site
which was subject to a TPO; however, its removal was permitted in the 2017 extant permission and it
has subsequently been removed from the Site. Officers therefore consider the proposal to comply with
LLP Policy Q10 (Trees).

Biodiversity

8.5.2.1

The Site has very low biodiversity value and the spatial constraints mean that ground floor planting
would not be viable. The application proposes several features which would result in a significant net
gain in on site biodiversity, as required by London Plan Policy G6 (Biodiversity and access to nature).
The proposal is not classified as a ‘major development’ and is therefore not required to meet a figure
within the London Plan’s ‘Urban Greening Factor’; however, the building proposes a substantially sized
green wall on the eastern elevation of the building and would also introduce planting within the roof
garden. Condition 14 is recommended to ensure that a bio-diverse mix of planting is used within the
green wall.

8.5.2.2

The building would also install bird boxes at high level – details are recommended to be secured by
condition. Additionally, officers have encouraged the Applicant to explore a biodiverse roof at the top of
the core if possible – details of this would be secured by condition.

8.5.2.3

The current proposal is also a considerable improvement on the extant permission in terms of site
greening and biodiversity improvement.

8.6

Residential Amenity

8.6.1

Impact on Outlook and Sense of Enclosure

8.6.1.1

The 2014 refusal on the Site was considered to unacceptably impact on the outlook of the neighbouring
building at No. 110 The Cut. The subsequent 2015 refusal and 2017 permission implemented a 45degree slope away from the rear elevation of No. 110.

8.6.1.2

The current proposal would maintain the slope away from No. 110 and would reduce the extent to which
it extends past the rear elevation of No. 110. The proposal would only be visible in the most acute views
from rear windows of No. 110, similarly to the extant permission, and is therefore not considered to
result in any unacceptable impact on outlook, nor would it result in a sense of enclosure.

8.6.1.3

The proposal would be sufficiently distanced from other residential properties so as not to unacceptably
impact on their existing levels of outlook.

8.6.2

Impact on Daylight/Sunlight

8.6.2.1

The beginning of the Agenda Pack contains broad contextual overview of the assessment framework
within which BRE compliant sunlight and daylight studies are undertaken. This includes an explanation
of the key terms and targets contained within the BRE guidance. The following assessment has been
made in the context of this information.

8.6.2.2

Due to the sloped design of the proposed building’s northern elevation, it would not intersect a 45degree line in plan, taken from the nearest residential window, on the rear elevation of Nos. 108 and
110 The Cut. BRE Guidelines suggest that the proposal is therefore unlikely to have an unacceptable

impact on the existing levels of daylight and sunlight to the nearby windows. A Daylight and Sunlight
Report has however been submitted.
8.6.2.3

The submitted report demonstrates that there would be no significant impact on levels of daylight and
sunlight to windows at 109-114 Mitre Road. In relation to 104-108 & 110 The Cut, 44 of the 45 windows
which were assessed meet BRE guidelines.

8.6.2.4

As shown in Table 4 below, Window 1 in Room 1 of 110 The Cut would be reduced to 0.75 times the
existing level. BRE guidance states that reductions to below 0.8 times an existing value are likely to be
noticeable to occupants. The window does however have an existing level which is below BRE
recommendations, meaning any impact will comparatively have a higher ratio of reduction. The impact
is classified by BRE as a ‘minor adverse’ as it is marginally outside of guidelines. There would only be
a minimal noticeable impact which can be expected at this urban location. The No Sky Line ratio is
retained at 98.6 per cent of existing due to the built footprint being sloped away from the rear elevation
of No. 110.

VSC
Window

Before

After

NSL
Ratio

GF R1 Window 1

22.6

17

0.75

GF R1 Window 2

18.4

16.2

0.88

Before

After

Ratio

98.4

97

0.986

Table 4 110 The Cut - Room 1 daylight

8.6.2.5

8.6.3

The Daylight and Sunlight Report notes the permission for the OCCR development to the north and
runs the assessment factoring in the permitted development. This results in a significant increase in
windows not meeting BRE guidelines in Nos. 90-110 The Cut; however, as demonstrated by the report
this would be primarily due to the impact of the OCCR scheme, not the current proposal.
Overshadowing to Amenity Spaces

8.6.3.1

When assessing the impact of a development on an existing neighbouring amenity or garden area, BRE
guidance recommends that least 50 per cent of the area of each amenity space should receive at least
two hours of sunlight on 21st March. If, as a result of the new development, an existing garden or
amenity area does not meet the 50 per cent criterion, and the area which can receive two hours of
sunlight on 21 March is less than 0.8 times its former value, then the loss of sunlight is likely to be
noticeable.

8.6.3.2

The rear garden to Nos. 108 and 110 The Cut has an existing area of only 9.78 per cent of the garden
which receives two hours of direct sunlight on 21 March, which is already considerably below level
identified in BRE guidance. The proposal would reduce this to 0 per cent. Noting the low existing figure,
largely due to the north facing gardens being shaded by the three storey terrace, the proposal would
not result in a significant impact.

8.6.3.3

The rear garden at Nos. 106 & 108 The Cut has an existing area of 62.6 per cent which receives two
hours of direct sunlight on 21 Marsh, which would be reduced to 25.62 per cent if the proposal were to
be constructed. This would be 0.59 times its former value. In response to this, the Applicant has
submitted a ‘Transient Overshadowing Assessment’ which compares the impact of the 2017 extant
permission with impact of the proposed scheme (comparison shown in Appendix 11). Neither the extant
permission nor the current proposal would have any significant impact on overshadowing of the rear
garden before 13:00, or after 16:00, on 21 March. The overshadowing assessment shows that in relation
to the amenity spaces at both 108 and 110The Cut, there would be only a minor increase in
overshadowing in comparison to the impact of the extant permission. In addition, the assessment shows
that within the summer months (when people are more likely to be using outdoor space) the proposal
would cast no shadow on the amenity spaces outside of c. 1pm – 2pm. The current proposal is therefore

not considered to result in unacceptable overshadowing to any private amenity space.
8.6.3.4

The proposal would be comfortably within BRE guidelines with respect to the impact on levels of sunlight
to ECG.

8.6.3.5

In summary, when taking into account the existing characteristics of the Site and the extant permission,
the proposal would not result in an unacceptable impact on the daylight or sunlight of any existing
residential properties or communal amenity spaces.

8.6.4

Impact on Privacy

8.6.4.1

The west and south facing windows would be oriented towards the public realm and would not offer any
significant views towards existing residential properties.

8.6.4.2

Objections have been received stating that the development would overlook rear gardens and rear
windows of adjacent properties on The Cut, to the northeast of the Site. No windows are located on the
east elevation. Windows on the north elevation would be angled on a 45-degree angle, slanted away
from the rear elevation and gardens of the nearest existing properties, resulting in very little scope for
overlooking. In addition to this, the north and northeast facing windows on the proposal would be
obscure glazed. The proposal would not result in any unacceptable loss of privacy to existing residents.

8.6.5
8.6.5.1

Noise and Disturbance
The surrounding area is urban in nature and holds several buildings which cater to late-night use such
as the Old Vic Theatre and a large number of restaurants and bars along The Cut. The proposed ground
floor use would be a similar scale to the historic use of the site as a commercial unit. The acceptability
of commercial uses at the ground floor was also supported in the extant permission. Following the
changes to the Land Use Classes Order, the ground floor would have more flexibility than previous
development or permissions on the site. Several uses under Class E may result in noise generation and
could therefore cause disturbance to residents within the proposed units or nearby existing units. As
such, Condition 26 is recommended, which will remove the ability of the commercial unit to come into
any of the following use class subcategories without the need for planning permission:
•
•
•
•

E(d) – Indoor sport, recreation or fitness
E(f) – Creche, day nursery or day centre
E(g)(ii) – Research and development of products or processes
E(g)(iii) – Industrial processes

8.6.5.2

If an applicant wishes to implement one of the above uses, planning permission will be required. This
will allow the Council to require further supporting documents in relation to noise levels and make a
formal assessment on the impact.

8.6.5.3

The residential use is already permitted on the Site and would be consistent with development to the
east of the Site. The rooftop communal terrace would be used similarly to a residential garden. The
proposed flats are not considered to be noise generating use and private terraces would be angled away
from the nearest dwellings, facing the street scene.

8.6.5.4

The proposal includes the use of Air Source Heat Pumps (ASHP) in the building’s energy strategy.
Condition 15 is recommended to secure the submission of a Noise Impact Assessment to ensure that
the ASHPs, or any other plant associated with the development, does not cause disturbance to
surrounding residents. Subject to this condition, the proposal is not considered to result in undue levels
of noise.

8.6.6
8.6.6.1

8.6.7
8.6.7.1

8.6.8
8.6.8.1

Light Spill
Lighting relating to the commercial element within the scheme would be located on the active frontage,
angled away from nearby residential properties and into the public realm. The north and east elevations
would not have any openable windows and would not result in any light spill in the direction of existing
residential properties or future development sites.
Prejudice of Adjoining Development Sites
The Bus Depot located to the northeast of the Site was subject to a site designation within the
superseded 2015 version of the Lambeth Local Plan. Although this designation has been removed in
the new LLP, the Site still has the potential to be developed and this has been considered in the
proposed design. A public representation has been received which states that the car park area directly
to the north of the application Site (accessed off Cornwall Road) will potentially be developed. While
officers are not aware of any forthcoming development on this Site, revised plans have been sought and
the current proposal has taken the adjoining site into consideration. The northeast facing windows will
be obscure glazed to prevent any overlooking issues. Additionally, an updated daylight assessment for
the proposed units was submitted, which demonstrated that the proposed units would have good levels
of daylight even when taking into account the obscure glazing and projected losses of light from a
development on the adjoining site. As such, and subject to mitigation measures on future development
on the adjoining site, the current proposal would allow for development to be brought forward on both
locations.

Residential Amenity Summary
Taking the above assessment and the extant permission into account, the proposal is considered to
have an acceptable impact on residential amenity and in compliance with LLP Policy Q2.

8.7

Transport and Accessibility

8.7.1

Access

8.7.1.1

8.7.2

Access to the ground floor commercial unit would be accessed from Cornwall Road, as existing, and
new access off The Cut. Access to residential units would be through a dedicated entrance on The Cut.
The proposal does not seek any new vehicular access, nor would it alter any that are existing. The
surrounding transport network has capacity to accommodate the uplift in users.

Car Parking

8.7.2.1

The Site is located within an area which is subject to a Controlled Parking Zone (CPZ). Noting the
‘excellent’ Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) of the Site and its location within an Inner London
Opportunity Zone, London Plan Policy 6.1 (Residential Parking) requires that the development be
secured as car parking permit free. This will be secured through the Section 106 legal agreement,
preventing occupants from all nine proposed flats from obtaining parking permits in the relevant CPZ.

8.7.2.2

Transport officers have requested that one off-site ‘Blue Badge’ accessible parking bay be provided by
way of a £10,000 contribution; however, noting the minor scale of the development, officers do not
consider this to be a reasonable request.

8.7.3
8.7.3.1

Car Club Membership
Policy T7 promotes car club usage across Lambeth, including aiming for Car Club bays within 400m of

each other. The development will be required to provide Car Club Memberships to all eligible residents
within each of the proposed residential units within the scheme and available from first occupation. This
will be secured through the Section 106 agreement.

8.7.4
8.7.4.1

8.7.5
8.7.5.1

8.7.6
8.7.6.1

8.7.7
8.7.7.1

8.7.8
8.7.8.1

Cycle Parking
The scheme would provide 14 cycle parking spaces for the residential use and two spaces for the retail
use at basement level. Revised plans were received, which demonstrate that the elevator would have
the capacity to hold bicycles. Additionally, a sloped track on the outside of the basement access stairs
provides access in the event that the lift cannot be used. An additional space for adaptable bicycles is
proposed for use by the residential flats at ground floor, providing a better user experience for disabled
users, who may also not be able to use the stairs if required. The cycle parking provision would exceed
the requirements of London Plan Policy T5. Officers note that the lift would not meet the length required
by London Cycle Design Standards; however, the Applicant has submitted plans demonstrating that it
does have sufficient space to hold a bicycle and noting the scale of the scheme and the ground floor
space for adaptable cycles, this is considered to be acceptable in this instance.

Cycle Hire Membership
LLP Policy T3(h) requires a minimum of three years free membership of the Cycle Hire scheme for all
residents, regardless of tenure, to be provided prior to occupation. This will be secured within the Section
106 agreement.

Waste Management
Refuse stores for the residential and commercial elements would be located at ground floor. The
scheme would provide two 1,100L euro bins for all residential apartments – the relatively small shortfall
in refuse storage is considered to be made up for by the considerable overprovision of recycling storage,
given the drive to encourage recycling. The retail unit would be provided with a total 1,900L storage,
which is appropriate. Drawings demonstrate sufficient space to accommodate containers and a suitable
area has been identified for on-street collection. Officers recommend Condition 16 to ensure the
development is constructed in compliance with these arrangements.

Delivery and Servicing
The submitted Design and Access Statement notes that the existing Site is serviced on-street from
double yellow lines, suggesting this can remain in use, in addition to the use of parking bays on The
Cut. There are however limited opportunities for safe loading in the surrounding area, particularly for
larger vehicles. The Site is located in close proximity to a junction and Cornwall Road is an existing
cycle way and Quietway, which is not suitable for loading. Transport officers raised concerns that any
nearby on-street deliveries or refuse collections would potentially contribute to highway congestion or
safety hazards. In discussion with Lambeth’s Highways Team, officers require a £10,000 contribution
(plus an additional £10,000 to implement electrical vehicle charging capability) to facilitate a dedicated
loading bay on the southern side of The Cut, adjacent to Nos. 83-101. This will be secured through a
Section 106 legal agreement. Subject to this contribution, the proposal would comply with LLP Policy
T8 (Servicing).

Demolition and Construction Management
A draft Method of Construction Statement has been submitted which officers have reviewed. Due to the Site’s
location near residential properties and on a junction, officers recommend Condition 4 to secure a full

Construction Management Plan prior to the commencement of works, as required by LLP Policy T8, to be
assessed by the Lambeth Highways team prior to any development commencing on the site.

8.7.9
8.7.9.1

Transport and Accessibility Summary
In summary, the proposal would have an acceptable impact on the surrounding transport network,
subject to the recommended conditions and planning obligations.

8.8

Crime Prevention

8.8.1

The residential element of the Site is accessed through secure doors, directly from the public highway in
a location which is well lit and has considerable footfall and is overlooked by the proposed active frontage
ground floor use. The surrounding area will also benefit from these improvements, including the removal
of the existing hoarding boards and the increased footfall the development. Officers recommend that the
scheme is required to achieve a ‘Secured by Design’ certificate through Condition 23, to ensure that
opportunities for criminal behaviour are prevented and residents do not have concern for their safety.
Subject to the relevant conditions, officers consider the proposal compliant with London Plan Policy D11
(Safety, security and resilience to emergency) and LLP Policy Q3 (Safety, crime prevention and counter
terrorism).

8.9

Flood Risk/ Basement Impact

8.9.1.1

The current scheme proposes a 6sqm increase in basement floorspace in comparison to the extant
permission. Officers do not consider there to be any unacceptable impact on the vitality of nearby trees
or soft landscaping. The Site is located within flood zones 2 and 3, which is within an area considered
to have a medium to high probability of fluvial flooding. New development in flood zone 3 requires the
application of the Sequential Test, as per the NPPF. The officers’ report for the extant permission noted
that:
Given the central London location of the site, and its allocation within an Opportunity Area in the Local
Plan it is considered unreasonable to prevent the development of the site. Further to the Sequential
Test, the NPPF advises that ‘more vulnerable’ development can be considered appropriate in flood
zone 3, following satisfactory application of the Exception Test.

8.9.1.2

NPPF Paragraph 164 states that to pass the Exception Test, proposals should demonstrate that:

a) the development would provide wider sustainability benefits to the community that outweigh the
flood risk; and the development will be safe for its lifetime taking account of the vulnerability of
b) its users, without increasing flood risk elsewhere, and, where possible, will reduce flood risk
overall.
8.9.1.3

The submitted ‘Flood Risk Statement and Drainage Strategy’ notes that when existing river flood
defences and the layout of the surrounding area is taken into account, there would be a low risk of fluvial
flooding and a very low risk of surface water flooding. In response to the Exception Test, the proposal
is considered to address Part a due to the high sustainability and carbon reduction credentials which
the proposal would achieve, which surpass those of the extant permission. To address Part b of the
test, the residential flats within the development would be located at first floor and above. There would
be no habitable rooms within the basement or at ground floor, thereby keeping the more vulnerable
uses away from the areas which are most likely to be impacted by flooding. Due to the constraints of
the brownfield site, surface water runoff can only be discharged to the sewer and there is limited space
for Sustainable Drainage Systems (SuDS). The building has a living roof, which can use a blu / green
roof system to slow water runoff. A full rainwater harvesting system would not be feasible because it
would not provide sufficient water for the building’s demand; however, a system could be implemented

at roof level, with rain water being stored and reused for plant irrigation. The submitted strategy advises
that the basement will be built of water-resistant material which will not be affected by any ground water
flooding. Additionally, the boreholes dug on site do not indicate any history of groundwater flooding.
8.9.1.4

Noting the central London location, the minor increase in excavation in comparison to the permitted
basement on the brownfield site and taking into account the proposed measures, officers consider the
development to be appropriate to the site and that any flood risks have been addressed by the proposal.
As such, the proposal is considered to comply with the NPPF on flood risk, LLP Policies EN5 (Flood
risk) and EN6 (Sustainable drainage systems and water management) and London Plan Policies SI 12
(Flood risk management) and SI 13 (Sustainable drainage).

8.9.1.5

As required by LLP Policy Q27 (Basement development), a Basement Impact Assessment (BIA) has
been submitted in support of the application, which was undertaken by a qualified professional. The BIA
notes that the Site is located above an aquifer. It is not known at this stage whether the basement would
extend the surface of the water table and further ground investigation is required. Condition 7 is
recommended to secure additional details in relation to the hydrological risk of the Site to ensure that
the development would not result in any land instability. This will be secured prior to any above ground
construction on the Site. Subject to conditions, the proposal would comply with LLP Policy Q27 and
NPPF Paragraph 121.

8.10

Energy and Sustainability

8.10.1 Minimising Carbon Dioxide Emissions
8.10.1.1 The proposal is classified as a minor development and therefore the required emission reductions given
in Part C of London Plan Policy SI 2 (Minimising greenhouse gas emissions) do not apply. However,
LLP Policy EN4 (Sustainable design and construction) requires minor new-build residential
developments of between one and nine units to achieve a minimum on site reduction in regulated carbon
emissions of at least 19 per cent beyond Part L of the Building Regulations, unless it can be
demonstrated that such provision is not feasible.
8.10.1.2 The submitted ‘Energy and Sustainability Statement’ indicates that the development would achieve a
49.3 per cent (across residential and commercial elements combined) on-stie reduction beyond Part L
regulations. This is welcomed and the Applicant has agreed to planning conditions which seek the higher
standard of emissions reductions given in the LLP. Condition 9 IS recommended to ensure that carbon
reduction within the development is realised on site at both the design stage and ‘as built’ stage.
Condition 10 are recommended to require the commercial element of the scheme to achieve BREEAM
Excellent, as required by LLP Policy EN4C.

8.10.2 Water Consumption
8.10.2.1 The submitted Energy and Sustainability Statement states that the development aims to achieve a daily
water consumption below 105L/day for each unit, as required by London Plan Policy SI5 (Water
infrastructure) and LLP Policy EN4. Officers recommend Condition 12, which would secure additional
detail to ensure compliance with this requirement.

8.10.3 Sustainable Construction
8.10.3.1 As required by Part D of LLP Policy EN4, the submitted ‘Energy and Sustainability Statement’ details
how sustainable design standards will be integral to the design. The west elevation of the building would
hold 36x photovoltaic panels which will provide renewable energy to the building. Air Source Heat
Pumps will also be installed. Conditions 3 and 11 are recommended to secure detailed designs and
ensure the development is carried out in accordance with these elements.

8.11

Air Quality

8.11.1 The whole borough of Lambeth is an Air Quality Management Area (AQMA). In addition, the Site is located
in the Waterloo Air Quality Focus Area (AQFA) and so there is potential to introduce users to poor air
quality.

8.11.2 Construction Stage
8.11.3 Environmental officers have confirmed that the overall dust risk of the Site is medium. Officers note that
demolition and much of the Site preparation has already been undertaken and recommend that an Air
Quality and Dust Management Plan (AQDMP) should be secured by Condition 6. Environmental officers
have advised that it may be incorporated into the Construction Management Plan along with the
Construction Logistics Plan. Mitigation measures for medium risk sites listed in Appendix 7 of the Mayor’s
Control of Dust and Emissions SPG should be included in the AQDMP. In addition, Condition 22 is
recommended to ensure that any Non-Road Mobile Machinery in use on the Site is emissions compliant.

8.11.4 Operation Stage
8.11.5 LP Policy SI1 requires the scheme to be at least ‘air quality neutral’. Condition 5 is recommended to
secure details of this. Modelling shows that NO2 concentrations at residential units are in exceedance of
legal limits at locations of residential units. Mitigation is recommended in the air quality assessment and
must be secured to ensure the proposed flats are acceptable. Mechanical ventilation with NOx filtration
must be implemented to ensure adequate indoor air quality is achieved. Condition 18 is recommended
to secure these details for submission, to ensure compliance.

8.12

Fire Safety

8.12.1 As required by London Plan Policy D12 (Fire safety), a Fire Statement has been submitted in support of
the application which details the measures in relation to both the commercial and residential elements of
the scheme. The report was led by a suitably qualified third-party engineer) who is a member of the
Institution of Fire Engineers. The proposal is a ‘minor’ development and is therefore assessed below
against Part A of Policy D12 only.

Policy D1A London Plan Requirements

Fire Statement Response

1) identify suitably positioned unobstructed outside
space:

Fire vehicle access is possible via Cornwall
Road. There are multiple locations for
evacuation points in the locality, including
Emma Cons Gardens.

a) for fire appliances to be positioned on
b) appropriate for use as an evacuation assembly
point
2) are designed to incorporate appropriate features
which reduce the risk to life and the risk of
serious injury in the event of a fire; including
appropriate fire alarm systems and passive and
active fire safety measures

Wall and ceiling linings will meet the
recommendations within Building Control’s
Fire Safety approved document and fire doors
would be provided. All common corridors
would have a fire detection system which
operates a smoke ventilation system.
A fire alarm system, fire detection system and
sprinkler system would be provided to all
residential flats.

3) are constructed in an appropriate way to
minimise the risk of fire spread

The fire resistance of the loadbearing
elements will remain in place, as will the
general superstructure of the building, which
provides safety through compartmentalisation
within the spaces of the building.

4) provide suitable and convenient means of
escape, and associated evacuation strategy for
all building users

The exit point can be reached within 10m from
the furthest point, which is within the 18m
recommendation of Approved Document B.
The escape route for the external amenity
space is considered to be acceptable.
Sounders and beacons are required to notify
people of any emergency. Additionally, no
more than 60 persons should be on the roof
terrace at one time.

5) develop a robust strategy for evacuation which
can be periodically updated and published, and
which all building users can have confidence in

A ‘stay put’ evacuation strategy is proposed, in
which flats at risk can be evacuated, while flats
which are not currently at risk can stay within
the safety of their flat until advised by rescue
services.

6) provide suitable access and equipment for
firefighting which is appropriate for the size and
use of the development.

The main staircase will be used as the
firefighting shaft, so this access will be
maintained. The residential stair access would
serve as the firefighting shaft, achieving a
1.1m clear width. A dry riser will be installed
with outlets at each floor within the level
landing space of the stair access.

Table 5 Fire Strategy Assessment

8.12.2 Officers recommend Condition 25 to ensure that the submitted Fire Statement is implemented and the
development is carried out in accordance with this document.

8.13

Planning Obligations and CIL

8.13.1 LLP Policy D4 (Planning obligations) and Annex 9 set out the Council’s policy in relation to seeking
planning obligations and the charging approaches for various types of obligation. For contributions that
are not covered by Annex 9, the Council’s approach to calculating contributions is guided by the
Development Viability SPD (2017) and the Employment and Skills SPD (2018).
8.13.2 The planning obligations that are proposed are considered necessary to make the development
acceptable in planning terms, are directly related to the development and are fairly and reasonably related
in kind and in scale to the development. They are therefore compliant with the requirements of Regulation
122 of the Community Infrastructure Levy Regulations 2010.

8.13.3 The proposed obligations to be secured through the S106 Agreement are as follows:

Item

Details

Public Realm

•

Transport and Accessibility

•
•
•

Other

£60,000 contribution towards public realm
improvements on Emma Cons Gardens
All residential flats secured as car parking permit free
Car Club membership (three years) for all residential
occupiers
Cycle Hire Scheme membership for all residential
occupiers

•

£10,000 contribution to facilitate a loading bay on

•

The Cut, plus an additional £10,000 for EV charging
Monitoring fee (capped at 5% of total financial
obligations)

8.13.4 If the application is approved and the development is implemented, a liability to pay the Lambeth
Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL) will arise. On the basis of information supplied with the planning
application, the liable Mayoral CIL contribution is estimated to be £55,302.22. The liable Lambeth CIL
contribution is estimated to be £337,250.97.
8.13.5 Expenditure of the majority of a future CIL receipt will be applied towards Borough infrastructure needs in
accordance with the applicable policies and procedures relating to expenditure decisions.
8.13.6 Allocation of CIL monies to particular infrastructure projects is not a matter for consideration in the
determination of planning applications. Separate governance arrangements are being put in place for
Borough Infrastructure needs.
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CONCLUSION

9.1

The application seeks the redevelopment of the Site to provide a Class E unit at ground floor, maximising
active frontage, and nine residential units above. The intensification of the Site is considered to be
appropriate, and the level of development would optimise site capacity, thereby making the maximum
contribution towards Lambeth’s housing target. The flats would provide a good quality of accommodation,
benefitting from a dual-aspect and a mix of private and communal external amenity space which is in
excess of policy requirements. The scheme includes acceptable levels of cycle parking and waste storage
at ground and basement levels.

9.2

The building would be of a good quality design and the proposed massing and architectural detailing
would not result in any harm to the surrounding heritage assets. A financial contribution towards public
realm works on Emma Cons Gardens would be secured, helping to improve the adjacent public space
which will be used by occupiers / patrons of the relevant parts of the scheme.

9.3

The development would not have an unacceptable impact on the residential amenity of any surrounding
properties. Mitigation measures are proposed to the northern elevation to ensure that the adjoining car
park (a potential development site) is not prejudiced.

9.4

The scheme would have an acceptable impact on the surrounding transport network. The residential units
would be secured as car parking permit free and a financial contribution would be secured in order to
provide a dedicated loading bay on The Cut.

9.5

The scheme incorporates renewable energy measures and proposes a high level of sustainability and
carbon emissions reduction on site, in excess of policy requirements. The development would also

achieve a net gain of biodiversity. The proposal is also considered to be acceptable in terms of its, flood
risk mitigation, waste storage provision and site security.
9.6

The proposed development has been assessed against the development plan and all other material
considerations, including national planning policy. Officers consider that subject to appropriate conditions
and s106 legal agreement the planning application should be approved.

10

EQUALITY DUTY AND HUMAN RIGHTS

10.1

In line with the Public Sector Equality Duty the council must have due regard to the need to eliminate
discrimination and advance equality of opportunity, as set out in section 149 of the Equality Act 2010. In
making this recommendation, regard has been given to the Public Sector Equality Duty and the relevant
protected characteristics (age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or
belief, sex, and sexual orientation).

10.2

In line with the Human Rights Act 1998, it is unlawful for a public authority to act in a way which is
incompatible with a Convention right, as per the European Convention on Human Rights. The human
rights impact have been considered, with particular reference to Article 1 of the First Protocol (Protection
of property), Article 8 (Right to respect for private and family life) and Article 14 (Prohibition of
discrimination) of the Convention.

10.3

The Human Rights Act 1998 does not impair the right of the state to make decisions and enforce laws as
deemed necessary in the public interest. The recommendation is considered appropriate in upholding the
council's adopted and emerging policies and is not outweighed by any engaged rights.
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RECOMMENDATION
1. Resolve to grant conditional planning permission subject to the completion of an agreement under Section
106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) containing the planning obligations listed in
this report.
2. Agree to delegate authority to the Director of Planning, Transport and Sustainability to:
•
•

Finalise the recommended conditions as set out in this report, addendums and/or PAC minutes;
and
Negotiate, agree and finalise the planning obligations as set out in this report, addendums and/or
PAC minutes pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended).

3. In the event that the committee resolves to refuse planning permission and there is a subsequent appeal,
delegated authority is given to the Director of Planning, Transport and Sustainability, having regard to the
heads of terms set out in this report, addendums and/or PAC minutes, to negotiate and complete a
document containing obligations pursuant to Section 106 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as
amended) in order to meet the requirement of the Planning Inspector.

4. In the event that the Section 106 Agreement is not completed within six months of committee, delegated
authority is given to the Director of Planning, Transport and Sustainability to refuse planning permission for
failure to enter into a section 106 agreement for the mitigating contributions identified in this report,
addendums and/or the PAC minutes.

Appendix 1: Draft Decision Notice

Your Ref:

Our Ref: 21/01864/FUL

MY City Centre Limited
c/o Mr Andrew Lightstone
100 Pall Mall
London
SW1Y

6th October 2021

DRAFT DECISION NOTICE
Dear MY City Centre Limited

TOWN AND COUNTRY PLANNING ACT 1990.
PERMISSION FOR DEVELOPMENT
The London Borough of Lambeth hereby permits under the above mentioned Acts and associated orders the
development referred to in the schedule set out below subject to any conditions imposed therein and in accordance
with the plans submitted, save in so far as may otherwise be required by the said conditions.
In accordance with the statutory provisions your attention is drawn to the statement of Applicant’s Rights and General
Information attached.
Application Number: 21/01864/FUL

Date of Application: 11.05.2021

Date of Decision: 06.10.2021

Proposed Development At: 124 - 126 The Cut London SE1 8LN
For: Erection of a nine storey building comprising a commercial unit (Class E) at ground floor and basement level and 9
no. self-contained residential flats (Class C3) on the upper levels.
Approved Plans
20036-G100_P_00_001; 20036-SQP-ZZ-ZZ-DR-A-00001; 20036-SQP-ZZ-GF-DR-A-20001 P3;20036-SQP-ZZ-T1-DRA-20002 P5;20036-SQP-ZZ-T2-DR-A-20003 P5;20036-SQP-ZZ-RG-DR-A-20004 P4;20036-SQP-ZZ-RF-DR-A-20005
P3;20036-SQP-ZZ-BF-DR-A-20006 P4;20036-SQP-ZZ-ZZ-DE-A-20301 P2;20036-SQP-ZZ-ZZ-DE-A-20302 P3;20036SQP-ZZ-ZZ-DE-A-20303 P3;20036-SQP-ZZ-ZZ-DE-A-20304 P2;20036-SQP-ZZ-ZZ-DE-A-20305 P1;20036-SQP-ZZZZ-DS-A-20601 P2; 20036-SQP-ZZ-ZZ-DE-A-30205;Transient Overshadowing Assessment, dated 15/07/2021;Design
and Access Statement, dated April 2021;Construction Method Statement; Basement Impact Assessment,dated April
2021; Planning Statement, dated April 2021;Flood Risk Statement and Drainage Strategy,dated April 2021; Air Quality
Assessment, dated April 2021;Transport Statement, dated April 2021;Outline Fire Strategy Report, dated

07/04/2021;Energy and Sustainability Statement, dated April 2021;Covering Letter, dated 04/05/2021;Daylight and
Sunlight Report, dated 26/03/2021.

1
The development to which this permission relates must be begun no later than three years from the date of this
decision notice.
Reason: To comply with the provision of Section 91(1)(a) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and Section 51 of
the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.
2
The development hereby permitted shall be carried out in complete accordance with the approved plans and
drawings listed in this decision notice, other than where those details are altered pursuant to the conditions of this
planning permission.
Reason: For the avoidance of doubt and in the interests of proper planning.
3
3.
Notwithstanding the approved plans, prior to the commencement of any above ground works, and
notwithstanding the details shown on the drawings hereby approved, detailed construction drawings of all external
elevations (at scale 1:10) including the following items shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority. A façade mock-up including brick panel samples should be constructed on site for design officers to
view. The mock-up should show a typical window, reveal, arch and balustrade. The development shall not be carried
out other than in accordance with the approved details unless otherwise agreed in writing by the local planning
authority.
a.
Detailed elevations;
b.
A schedule of materials detailing all external materials and any RAL colour where relevant, including the façade
behind the green wall and PV panels;
c.
1:20 façade section should be provided which shows individual bricks comprising a typical window reveal. The
section should also specify the depth of setback between the main façade and columns and setback horizontal bands;
d.
Details of windows (including technical details, opening methods, elevations, reveal depths, plans and cross
sections);
e.
Details of entrances, canopies and doors (including technical details, elevations, surrounds, reveal depths, letter
boxes, plans and sections);
f.
Details of shop front (including integrated security measures; inclusion of property number);
g.
Details of roof treatments, cills and parapets;
h.
Details of rainwater goods (including locations and fixings);
i.
Details of boundary treatments including external walls, and internal and external fences and gates;
j.
Details of hard landscaping;
k.
Details of external furniture, lighting and ramps;
l.
A signage plan for the retail unit.

Reason: To ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory and has an acceptable impact on the
surrounding heritage assets, and to protect the privacy of adjoining occupiers (Policies Q2, Q5, Q7, Q16, Q20 and Q22
of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021)).
4
No demolition or development shall commence until full details of the proposed construction methodology, in
the form of a Method of Construction Statement, have been submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. The Method of Construction Statement shall include details regarding:
a.
The notification of neighbours with regard to specific works;
b.
Advance notification of road closures;
c.
Details regarding parking, deliveries, and storage;
d.
Details regarding dust mitigation;
e.
Details of measures to prevent the deposit of mud and debris on the public highway;
f.
Details of a temporary lighting strategy, including details of temporary lighting of all public areas and buildings
showing acceptable positioning and levels of glare;
g.
Any measures to mitigate the impact of demolition and construction upon the function and safety of the
surrounding area for cyclists;
h.
Any other measures to mitigate the impact of construction upon the amenity of the area and the function and
safety of the highway network.

The demolition and development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the details and measures approved
in the Method of Construction Statement.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to avoid hazard and obstruction being
caused to users of the public highway and to safeguard residential amenity from the start of the construction process
(Policy T7 of the London Plan (2021) and Policies Q2 and T8 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021)).
5
Prior to commencement of above ground development an Air Quality Neutral Assessment in accordance with
the GLA Sustainable Design And Construction Supplementary Planning Guidance must be undertaken and submitted to
the local planning authority for approval in writing. Where Air Quality Neutral benchmarks cannot be met a scheme of
mitigation must be submitted which includes on site mitigation that is part of the proposed development and may also
include off-site offsetting. The details as approved shall be implemented prior to occupation of the development and
thereafter be permanently retained.
Reasons: To minimise increased exposure to existing poor air quality and make provision to address local problems of
air quality (London Plan (2021) Policy SI1, and the London Plan SPGs for Sustainable Design and Construction and
Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction and Demolition).
6
No demolition or development shall commence until full details of the proposed mitigation measures for impact
on air quality and dust emissions, in the form of an Air Quality and Dust Management Plan (AQDMP), have been
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. In preparing the AQMDP the applicant should follow
the guidance on mitigation measures for medium risk sites (as a minimum) set out in Appendix 7 of the Control of Dust
and Emissions during Construction and Demolition SPG 2014 for demolition, earthworks, construction and trackout.
Both 'highly recommended' and 'desirable' measures should be included. The AQDMP can form part of the
Construction Environmental Management Plan (CEMP). The AQDMP shall include the following for each relevant phase
of work:
a.
Site location plan including sensitive receptors within 50m of the site boundary;
b.
Site layout and equipment plan;
c.
A summary of work to be carried out;
d.
Outcome of Air Quality And Dust Risk Assessment completed at application stage (AQDRA);
e.
Proposed haul routes, location of site equipment including supply of water for damping down, source of water,
drainage and enclosed areas to prevent contaminated water leaving the site;
f.
Inventory and timetable of all dust and NOx air pollutant generating activities;
g.
List of air quality emission and dust control measures to be implemented, appropriate to the site dust risk level
as determined by the AQDRA (low, medium, high), as set out in the Dust and Emissions SPG;
h.
Details of any fuel stored on site;
i.
Monitoring methods to be implemented;
j.
Details of a trained and responsible person on site for air quality (with knowledge of pollution monitoring and
control methods, and vehicle emissions);
k.
That construction machinery will meet London NRMM emissions standards;
l.
Details of the use of on-road Ultra Low Emission Zone (ULEZ) compliant vehicles e.g. minimum Petrol/Diesel
Euro 6 (AIR Index Urban NOx rating A, B) and Euro VI.
No demolition or development shall commence until all necessary pre-commencement measures described in the
AQDMP have been put in place and set out on site. The demolition and development shall thereafter be carried out and
monitored in accordance with the details and measures approved in the AQDMP.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to manage and mitigate the impact of the
development on the air quality and dust emissions in the area and London as a whole, and to avoid irreversible and
unacceptable damage to the environment (London Plan (2021) Policy SI1, and the London Plan SPGs for Sustainable
Design and Construction and Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction and Demolition).
7
No development shall take place until a Basement Impact Assessment considering Flooding, groundwater flows
and the effects on neighbouring structures including historic structures has been submitted to and approved in writing by
the Local Planning Authority. The statement shall be carried out by a suitably qualified person and shall include details
regarding:
a.
Detailed site-specific analysis of hydrological and geotechnical local ground conditions;
b.
Analysis of how the excavation of the basement may impact on the water table and any ground water floor,
whether perched water is present and confirmation of estimates of ground water flow rates and potential mounding
effects

c.
Details of how flood risk, including risk from groundwater and surface water flooding has been addressed in the
design, including details of any proposed mitigation measures;
d.
Details of measures proposed to mitigate any risks in relation to land instability from any unacceptable ground
water flows identified;
e.
Demonstration of how cumulative and seasonal effects have been considered;
f.
A comprehensive non- technical summary document of the assessments provided and information submitted
against (a) to (e) of this condition.
Reason: Development must not commence before this condition is discharged to avoid hazard in relation to land
instability and increased flood risk caused by the basement excavation (Paragraph 121 of the National Planning Policy
Framework 2012 and Policy EN5 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021).
8
Prior to the occupation of the development hereby permitted, a landscaping scheme shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development hereby permitted shall be thereafter carried out in
accordance with the approved details within 6 months of the date of occupation. All tree, shrub and hedge planting
included within the above specification shall accord with BS3936:1992, BS4043:1989 and BS4428:1989 (or subsequent
superseding equivalent) and current Arboricultural best practice. The submitted details are expected to demonstrate the
following:
a.
The quantity, size, species, position and the proposed time of planting of all trees and shrubs to be planted.
This is to show a minimum of one replacement tree for every tree felled as part of the application;
b.
An indication of how they integrate with the proposal in the long term with regard to their mature size and
anticipated routine maintenance and protection;
c.
Specification of which shrubs and hedges to be planted that are intended to achieve a significant size and
presence in the landscape;
d.
The surface material selected to the front of the units shall be of good quality and sufficiently durable;
e.
Hard landscaping location and material;
f.
Details of any lighting and furniture; and
Reason: In order to ensure high quality soft landscaping in and around the site in the interests of the ecological value of
the site and in the interests of visual amenity (Policies Q2, Q9 and Q10 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021)).
9
A) Prior to the commencement of above ground works, Design Stage SAP calculations as an output of the
National Calculation Method shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority demonstrating
that the development will achieve at least a 35 per cent reduction in carbon emissions over that required by Part L of the
Building Regulations 2013.
B) Prior to the commencement of above ground works, Design Stage SBEM calculations as an output of the National
Calculation Method should be submitted to and approved in writing by the Local Planning Authority demonstrating that
the development will achieve at least a 35% reduction in carbon emissions over that required by Part L of the Building
Regulations 2013.
C) Prior to first occupation of the development, as Built SAP calculations as an output of the National Calculation
Method should be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority demonstrating that the
development has achieved at least a 35 per cent reduction in carbon emissions over that required by Part L of the
Building Regulations 2013.
D) Prior to first occupation of the development, as Built SBEM calculations as an output of the National Calculation
Method should be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority demonstrating that the
development has achieved at least a 35 per cent reduction in carbon emissions over that required by Part L of the
Building Regulations 2013.
Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability and it makes the fullest contribution to
minimising carbon dioxide emissions (Policies SI 2 and SI 3 of the London Plan (2021) and Policy EN4 of the Lambeth
Local Plan (2021)).
10
A) Prior to commencement of the development hereby permitted, a BREEAM pre-assessment and summary
score sheet shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority demonstrating that a rating of
'Excellent' can be achieved.
B) Within six months of first occupation of the Class E unit, a BREEAM Post Construction certificate and summary score
sheet shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority demonstrating that a rating of
'Excellent' has been achieved (in line with the approved BREEAM pre-assessment).

Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy EN4 of the Lambeth Local
Plan (2021) and Policy SI 2 of the London Plan (2021)).
11
Prior to the commencement of above ground works, a scheme showing the siting, size, number and design of
the photovoltaic (PV) arrays, including cross sections of the wall of the building with the equipment in situ, shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development shall thereafter be completed in
strict accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To safeguard the appearance of the completed development and to ensure that the development has an
acceptable level of sustainability (Policies Q2, Q7, Q8, Q22 and EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021)).
12
Prior to commencement of above ground development hereby permitted, a Sustainability Statement shall be
submitted to the local planning authority to demonstrate that sustainable design standards are integral to the design,
construction and operation of the development. This statement shall also demonstrate that the development will
minimise the use of mains water in line with the Optional Requirement of the Building Regulations, achieving mains
water consumption of 105 litres or less per head per day (excluding allowance of up to five litres for external water
consumption). The development shall thereafter be carried out in accordance with the approved details.
Reason: To ensure that the development has an acceptable level of sustainability (Policy SI 5 of the London Plan
(2021) and Policy EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021)).
13
Prior to the commencement of above ground development hereby permitted, a full Delivery and Servicing plan
relating to the residential and commercial units within the application site shall be submitted to and approved in writing
by the local planning authority. The use hereby permitted shall thereafter be operated in accordance with the approved
details.
Reason: To avoid obstruction of the surrounding streets and limit the effects of the increase in travel movements within
the locality as well as safeguarding public safety and the amenity of the surrounding area (Policies T1 and T8 of the
Lambeth Local Plan (2021) and Policy T7 of the London Plan (2021)).
14
Prior to the installation of the proposed green wall, a detailed specification of the green wall shall be submitted
to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The specification shall include details of the quantity, size,
species, position and the proposed time of planting of all elements of the green wall, together with details of their
anticipated routine maintenance and protection. The green wall shall be installed within 6 months of first occupation of
the residential units hereby permitted and thereafter maintained in accordance with the approved details.
If within 5 years of the installation of the green roof any planting forming part of the green roof shall die, be removed, or
become seriously damaged or diseased, then either this planting shall be replaced in the next planting season with
planting of a similar size and species.
Reason: To safeguard the visual amenities of the area (Policies EN1, Q2 and Q9 of the of Lambeth Local Plan (2021)).
15
An assessment of the acoustic impact arising from the operation of all internally and externally located plant,
including Air Source Heat Pumps, shall be undertaken in accordance with BS 4142: 2014. A scheme of attenuation
measures shall also be undertaken to ensure the rating level of noise emitted from the proposed plant shall be less than
background. This acoustic assessment and scheme of attenuation shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the
local planning authority prior to the commencement of any above ground development. A post installation noise
assessment shall be carried out where required to confirm compliance with the noise criteria and additional steps to
mitigate noise shall be taken, as necessary. The details as approved shall be implemented prior to occupation of the
development and thereafter be permanently retained.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers and the surrounding area (Policy Q2 of the Lambeth Local Plan
(2021) and Policy D14 of the London Plan (2021)).
16
Prior to the first occupation of any of the residential units hereby permitted, details of waste and recycling
storage (including how the bins will be moved from the stores to the collection points on collection day and how bins will
be returned after collection) for the residential development shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local
planning authority. The waste and recycling storage shall be provided in accordance with the approved details prior to
the first occupation of the dwellings hereby permitted, and shall thereafter be retained solely for its designated use. The
waste and recycling storage areas/facilities should comply with the Lambeth's Refuse & Recycling Storage Design
Guide (2013), unless it is demonstrated in the submissions that such provision is inappropriate for this specific
development.

Reason: To ensure suitable provision for the occupiers of the development, to encourage the sustainable management
of waste and to safeguard the visual amenities of the area (Policies Q2 and Q12 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021)).
17
Prior to the occupation of any part of the relevant use of the development hereby permitted, details of the
provision to be made for the residential cycle parking shall be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning
authority. The cycle parking shall thereafter be implemented in full in accordance with the approved details before the
use hereby permitted commences and shall thereafter be retained solely for its designated use. Details are required in
relation to the following:
a.
b.

Residential units
Commercial unit

Reason: To ensure adequate cycle parking is available on site and to promote sustainable modes of transport (Policies
T1, T3 and Q13 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021) and Policy T5 of the London Plan (2021)).
18
Prior to the occupation of the residential development hereby approved, details of mechanical ventilation with
NOx filtration to be provided to all residential units, as stated in the approved document 'Air Quality Assessment', shall
be submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The details shall demonstrate that indoor air
quality within legal limits will be provided, and the ventilation measures shall be implemented prior to the occupation of
the relevant residential units and maintained as such for the duration of the use.
Reason: To ensure acceptable levels of air quality is provided to future occupiers (Policy SI 1 of the London Plan
(2021)).
19
Prior to the occupation of the residential units hereby permitted, details of all bird boxes or dovecotes shall be
submitted to and approved in writing by the local planning authority. The development shall be carried out in accordance
with these details, which shall be implemented prior to the occupation of the relevant residential units and maintained as
such for the duration of the use.
Reason: To ensure satisfactory biodiversity gain is achieved on site and to ensure the development is of an acceptable
design standard (Policies EN1, Q5 and Q7 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021); and Policy G6 of the London Plan
(2021)).
20
Notwithstanding the submitted plans and prior to the occupation of the relevant residential units, the north facing
windows of all relevant residential units shall be fitted with privacy protection measures comprising obscure glazing of a
minimum level 3 on the Pilkington range to a height of 1.7m above finished floor level. The windows will also be nonopening and fixed shut. The measures shall be implemented prior to the occupation of the relevant residential units and
maintained as such for the duration of the use.
Reason: To protect the amenities of adjoining occupiers (Policy Q2 of the London Borough of Lambeth Local Plan
(2021).
21
Prior to the commencement of a use which would fall under the definition of E(b) (Sale of food and drink for
consumption (mostly) on the premises), a Noise Impact Assessment and full details of any associated internal and
external plant equipment and trunking, including building services plant, ventilation and filtration equipment and
commercial kitchen exhaust ducting / ventilation and their on-going maintenance and an implementation scheme
including a schedule of when the residential and commercial elements will be developed, shall be submitted to and
approved in writing by the local planning authority. All flues, ducting and other equipment shall be installed in
accordance with the approved details and shall thereafter be maintained in accordance with the manufacturer's
instructions and approved on-going maintenance plan.
Reason: To ensure that no nuisance, odour or disturbance is caused to the detriment of the amenities of future
residential occupiers or of the area generally (Policies Q2, Q11, Q22 and ED8 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021) and
Policy D14 of the London Plan (2021)).
22
If Non Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) of net power of 37kW and up to and including 560kW is required on site
during the course of demolition, site preparation and construction phases, it must comply with the emission standards
set out in chapter 7 of the GLA's supplementary planning guidance "Control of Dust and Emissions During Construction
and Demolition" dated July 2014 (SPG), or subsequent guidance. Unless it complies with the standards set out in the
SPG, no NRMM shall be on site, at any time, whether in use or not, without the prior written consent of the local
planning authority. The developer must register all NRMM at https://nrmm.london/user-nrmm/register prior to bringing it

on to site and shall keep the register up to date by listing all NRMM used during the demolition, site preparation and
construction phases of the development.
Reason: To ensure that air quality is not adversely affected by the development (Policy EN4 of the Lambeth Local Plan
(201) and Policy SI 1 of London Plan (2021)).
23
The development shall be constructed and operated thereafter to 'Secured by Design Standards'. A certificate
of accreditation to Secured by Design Standards shall be submitted to the local planning authority for approval in writing
prior to the residential occupation of the development.
Reason: To ensure that the development maintains and enhances community safety (Policy Q3 of the Lambeth Local
Plan (2021)).
24
No plumbing or pipes, other than rainwater pipes, shall be fixed to the external faces of the building unless the
prior written approval of the local planning authority is obtained to any variation, or except where otherwise stated on the
approved drawings.
Reason: To ensure an appropriate standard of design (Policies Q5, Q8, Q20 and Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan
(2021)).
25
The development must be carried out in accordance with the provisions of the approved document 'Fire
Strategy Report' prepared by Trigon dated 07/04/2021 unless otherwise approved in writing by the Local Planning
Authority.
Reason: To ensure that the development incorporates the necessary fire safety measures in accordance with the Policy
D12 of the London Plan (2021).
26
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (Use Classes) Order 1987 or the Town and
Country Planning (General Permitted Development) (England) Order (2015) (or any orders revoking and re-enacting
those orders with or without modification) the ground floor retail unit shall not be used under the provisions of Use
Classes E(d), E(f)j, E(g)(ii) and E(g)(iii), without the prior written permission of the local planning authority.
Reason: To protect the residential amenity of proposed and existing residents' amenity and to ensure there is no
unacceptable impact on the flow of the surrounding highway network (Policies Q2, ED8, T6 and T7 of the Lambeth
Local Plan (2021).
27
Notwithstanding the provisions of the Town and Country Planning (General Permitted Development) England)
Order 2015 (or any order revoking and re-enacting that order with or without modification) no enlargement,
improvement, alteration, building, or enclosure permitted by Schedule 2, Part 1, Class AA the order shall be carried out
or erected without the prior written permission of the local planning authority, should this class of permitted development
become available to the building hereby permitted in any future revision to the General Permitted Development Order.
Reason: To protect the residential amenity of adjacent properties, safeguard the visual amenities of the area and
heritage assets, and ensure that the external appearance of the building is satisfactory (Policies Q2, Q5, Q6, Q20 and
Q22 of the Lambeth Local Plan (2021)).

Notes to Applicants:
In dealing with this application the Council has implemented the requirement in the National Planning Policy Framework
(2019) to work with the applicant in a positive and proactive manner. The council has made available on its website the
policies and guidance provided by Lambeth Local Plan (2015) and its supplementary planning documents. We also offer
a full pre-application advice service in order to ensure that the applicant has every opportunity to submit an application
that’s likely to be considered acceptable.

1.
This decision letter does not convey an approval or consent which may be required under any enactment, bylaw, order or regulation, other than Section 57 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

2.
Your attention is drawn to the requirements of the Building Regulations, and related legislation which must be
complied with to the satisfaction of the Council's Building Control Officer.
3.
You are advised of the necessity to consult the Council's Highways team prior to the commencement of
construction on 020 7926 9000 in order to obtain necessary approvals and licences prior to undertaking any works
within the Public Highway including Scaffolding, Temporary/Permanent Crossovers, Oversailing/Undersailing of the
Highway, Drainage/Sewer Connections, Hoarding, Excavations (including adjacent to the highway such as basements,
etc), Temporary Full/Part Road Closures, Craneage Licences etc
4.
Your attention is drawn to the provisions of The Party Wall Act 1996 in relation to the rights of adjoining owners
regarding party walls etc. These rights are a matter for civil enforcement and you may wish to consult a surveyor or
architect.
5.
Your attention is drawn to the need to comply with the requirements of the Control of Pollution Act 1974
concerning construction site noise and in this respect you are advised to contact the Council's Environmental Health
Division.

Yours sincerely

Rob Bristow
Director of Planning, Transport and Sustainability
Sustainable Growth & Opportunity Directorate
Date printed: 6th October 2021

INFORMATION FOR APPLICANTS GRANTED PLANNING PERMISSION SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS, OR WHERE
PERMISSION HAS BEEN REFUSED.
General Information
This permission is subject to due compliance with any local Acts, regulations, building by-laws and general statutory
provisions in force in the area and nothing herein shall be regarded as dispensing with such compliance or be deemed
to be a consent by the Council thereunder.
Your attention is drawn to the provisions of the Building Regulations 1985 and related legislation which must be
complied with to the satisfaction of the Council’s Building Control Officer, PO Box 734, Winchester SO23 5DG.
The Council’s permission does not modify or affect any personal or restrictive covenants, easements, etc., applying to
or affecting the land or the rights of any person entitled to the benefits thereof.
STATEMENT OF APPLICANT’S RIGHTS ARISING FROM THE REFUSAL OF PLANNING PERMISSION OR FROM
THE GRANT OF PERMISSION SUBJECT TO CONDITIONS.
Appeals to the Secretary of State
If the applicant is aggrieved by the decision of the local planning authority to refuse permission or approval for the
proposed development or to grant permission or approval subject to conditions, he may appeal to the Secretary of State
in accordance with Section 78 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 within six months from the date of this
notice. Appeals must be made on a form which is obtainable from The Planning Inspectorate, Room 3/13 Temple Quay
House, 2 The Square, Temple Quay, Bristol BS1 6PN. Alternatively an Appeal form can be downloaded from their
website at www.gov.uk/government/organisations/planning-inspectorate. The Secretary of State has power to allow
longer period for the giving of a notice of appeal but he will not normally be prepared to exercise this power unless there
are special circumstances which excuse the delay in giving notice of appeal. The Secretary of State is not required to
entertain an appeal if it appears to him that permission for the proposed development could not have been granted by
the local planning authority, or could not have been so granted otherwise than subject to the conditions imposed by
them, having regard to the statutory requirements, to the provisions of the development order, and to any directions
given under the order.
Purchase Notice
If permission to develop land is refused or granted subject to conditions, whether by the local planning authority or by
the Secretary of State for the Environment, and the owner of the land claims that the land has become incapable of
reasonably beneficial use in its existing state and cannot be rendered capable of reasonable beneficial use by the
carrying out of any development which has been or would be permitted, he may serve on the London Borough of
Lambeth a purchase notice requiring that Council to purchase his interest in the land in accordance with the provisions
of Section 137 of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.
Compensation
In certain circumstances, a claim may be made against the local planning authority for compensation, where permission
is refused or granted subject to conditions by the Secretary of State for the Environment on appeal or on a reference of
the application to him. The circumstances in which such compensation is payable are set out in Section 120 and related
provision of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990.

Appendix 2: List of consultees (statutory and Other Consultees)

Neighbour Notification
Association of Waterloo Groups
Cleaver Square, Cleaver Street , Bowden St
Friends Of Archbishop's Park
Friends Of Hatfield Green
Friends Of Jubilee Gardens
Kennington Oval & Vauxhall Forum
Kennington Park Road Residents' Assocation
Lambeth Estates Residents Association
South Bank Employers Group
Waterloo Community Development Group
100 The Cut London SE1 8LN
104 The Cut London SE1 8LN
109 Waterloo Road London SE1 8UL
110 The Cut London SE1 8LN
115 Waterloo Road London SE1 8UL
119 Waterloo Road London SE1 8UL
119A Waterloo Road London SE1 8UL
12 Baylis Road London SE1 7AA
124 Cornwall Road London SE1 8TQ
126A Cornwall Road London SE1 8TQ
131 Waterloo Road London SE1 8UR
14 Baylis Road London SE1 7AA
152 Waterloo Road London SE1 8SB
158 Waterloo Road London SE1 8SB
2 Baylis Road London SE1 7AA
3 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
71A The Cut London SE1 8LL
71B The Cut London SE1 8LL
71C The Cut London SE1 8LL
71D The Cut London SE1 8LL
71E The Cut London SE1 8LL
73A The Cut London SE1 8LL
73B The Cut London SE1 8LL
73C The Cut London SE1 8LL
77 The Cut London SE1 8LL
79 The Cut London SE1 8LL
88 The Cut London SE1 8LN
90 The Cut London SE1 8LN
94 The Cut London SE1 8LN
96 The Cut London SE1 8LN
98 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Apartment 1 2 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
Apartment 2 2 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
Apartment 3 2 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
Apartment 4 2 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
Apartment 5 2 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
Apartment 6 2 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
Apartment 7 2 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
Apartment 8 2 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
Apartment 9 2 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
Basement And Ground Floor 81 The Cut London SE1 8LL
Community Centre 106 The Cut London SE1 8LN
First Floor 1 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
First Floor Front 150 Waterloo Road London SE1 8SB
First Floor Rear 150 Waterloo Road London SE1 8SB

First Second And Third Floors 81 The Cut London SE1 8LL
First ToThird Floor Flat 75 The Cut London SE1 8LL
Flat 1 102 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 1 108 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 1 77A The Cut London SE1 8LL
Flat 1 92 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 2 102 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 2 108 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 2 77A The Cut London SE1 8LL
Flat 2 92 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 3 102 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 3 108 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 3 77A The Cut London SE1 8LL
Flat 3 92 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 4 102 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 4 108 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 4 77A The Cut London SE1 8LL
Flat 4 92 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 5 102 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 5 108 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 5 92 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 6 102 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 6 108 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 6 92 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 7 102 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 7 108 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 8 108 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Flat 9 108 The Cut London SE1 8LN
Fourth Floor 150 Waterloo Road London SE1 8SB
Ground And First Floors 126 Cornwall Road London SE1 8TQ
Ground Floor 73 The Cut London SE1 8LL
Holmes House 4 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
London Doctors Clinic Suite 101 Mercury House 109 - 117 Waterloo Road London SE1 8UL
National Theatre Studio 83 - 101 The Cut London SE1 8LL
Office Mercury House 109 - 117 Waterloo Road London SE1 8UL
Second Floor 1 Pear Place London SE1 8BT
Second Floor 126 Cornwall Road London SE1 8TQ
Second Floor 150 Waterloo Road London SE1 8SB
Shop 75 The Cut London SE1 8LL
The Fire Station 150 Waterloo Road London SE1 8SB
The Old Vic Theatre 103 The Cut London SE1 8NB
Third Floor 150 Waterloo Road London SE1 8SB
Waterloo Bus Garage Cornwall Road London SE1 8TE
Internal
LBL Conservation and Urban Design
LBL Flood Risk
LBL Building Control
LBL Highways
LBL Sustainability Team on Air Quality
LBL Transport Planning
Veolia Waste Planning

Appendix 3: List of relevant policies in London Plan, Lambeth Local Plan. Reference to SPGs, SPD and other
relevant guidance
London Plan (2021)
SD1
Opportunity Areas
SD4
The Central Activities Zone (CAZ)
D2
Infrastructure requirements for sustainable densities
D3
D4
D5
D6
D7
D10

Optimising site capacity through the design-led approach
Delivering good design
Inclusive design
Housing quality and standards
Accessible housing
Basement development

D11
D12
D14
H1
H2
HC1
G5

Safety, security and resilience to emergency
Fire safety
Noise
Increasing housing supply
Small sites
Heritage conservation and growth
Urban greening

G6
SI1
SI2
SI3
SI5
SI7

Biodiversity and access to nature
Improving air quality
Minimising greenhouse gas emissions
Energy infrastructure
Water infrastructure
Reducing waste and supporting the circular economy

SI12
SI13
T2
T3
T4
T5

Flood risk management
Sustainable drainage
Healthy Streets
Transport capacity, connectivity and safeguarding
Assessing and mitigating transport impacts
Cycling

T6
T6.1
T7

Car parking
Residential parking
Deliveries, servicing and construction

Lambeth Local Plan (September 2021)
D2
Presumption in favour of sustainable development
D4
H1
H2
H4
H5
ED7

Planning obligations
Maximising Housing Growth
Delivering affordable housing
Housing mix in new developments
Housing standards
Town centres

ED8
ED11
T1
T2
T4

Evening economy and food and drink uses
Local centres and dispersed local shops
Sustainable Travel
Walking
Public Transport Infrastructure

T7
T8
EN1
EN3
EN4
EN5
EN6

Parking
Servicing
Open Space, green infrastructure and biodiversity
Decentralised energy
Sustainable design and construction
Flood Risk
Sustainable drainage systems and water management

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q5
Q6
Q7
Q8
Q9
Q10
Q12
Q13
Q15
Q16

Inclusive environments
Amenity
Safety, crime prevention and counter terrorism
Local Distinctiveness
Urban design: public realm
Urban design: new development
Design quality: construction detailing
Landscaping
Trees
Refuse and recycling
Cycle storage
Boundary treatments
Shop fronts

Q20
Q22
Q23
Q25
Q27
PN1

Statutory listed buildings
Conservation areas
Non-designated heritage assets: local heritage list
Views
Basement development
Waterloo and South Bank

Local Guidance and Supplementary Planning Documents (SPDs)
•

Waterloo Area SPD (2013)

•

Roupell Street Conservation Area Statement (2007)

•

Waterloo Conservation Area Statement (2007)

•

Lower Marsh Conservation Area Statement (2007)

•

Mitre Road and Ufford Street Conservation Area Statement (2007)

•

Waste & Recycling Storage and Collection Requirements: Technical Specification for Architects &
Developers’ (2013)

•

Refuse & Recycling Storage Design Guide (2013)

•

Waterloo and South Bank Public Realm Framework (“WSBPRF”) (2019)

Regional Guidance and GLA Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPGs)
•

Sustainable Design and Construction SPG (April 2014)

•

Housing SPG (2016)

•

Planning for Equality and Diversity in London SPG (2007)

•

Shaping Neighbourhoods - Play and Informal Recreation SPG (2012)

•

London Cycle Design Guide (2014)

Other Documents
•

The London Fire & Emergency Planning Authority Guidance (LFEPA) Note 29

•

BRE ‘Layout planning for daylight and sunlight. A guide to good practice.’

Appendix 4: Heritage asset maps

The Windmill Tavern

150 Waterloo Road

Royal National Theatre Studio

No. 14 Baylis Road
The Old Vic

Approximate location of nearby listed and locally listed buildings

Appendix 5: Nearby development sites

Permitted OCCR development in view north towards Cornwall Road

Permitted Southwark Station development (216-220 Blackfriars Road 20/AP/3250)

Appendix 6: Proposed Ground Floor and Basement Plans

Proposed ground floor plan

Proposed basement floor plan

Appendix 7: Proposed Floor Plans

Proposed 1 bed units (First and second floors)

Proposed 3 bed units (Floors 3-7)

Appendix 8: Comparison of current and pre-application proposals

Appendix 9: View from the north on Cornwall Road

Appendix 10: Views of the Old Vic

From Waterloo Road

Winter view

From Cornwall Road

Summer view

Appendix 11: Comparable overshadowing analysis

Appendix 12: ECG Redevelopment within the ‘WSBPRF’ (2019) – nb this is not proposed in current application

